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b. RESUMEN 
 

Este estudio basado en investigación acción se enfocó en el uso de videos para mejorar 

la comprensión auditiva de diez y ocho estudiantes del décimo año de la Unidad 

Educativa Intercultural Bilingüe “Mushuk Rimak”. Se condujo cinco talleres para 

mejorar la comprensión auditiva. El investigador aplicó pruebas iniciales y finales para 

medir el progreso de los estudiantes y cuestionarios para conocer la percepción que 

ellos tenían acerca del uso de los videos. Se utilizó un diario de campo para monitorear 

el avance de los estudiantes. Los resultados indicaron que el uso de los videos facilitó el 

mejoramiento de la comprensión auditiva lo cual se reflejó en el notable incremento de 

las notas en la prueba final y el mejoramiento de los estudiantes después del periodo de 

intervención. Las respuestas de los cuestionarios también confirmaron una actitud 

positiva hacia las actividades para desarrollar la comprensión auditiva. Es importante 

mencionar que este estudio ayudo a los estudiantes a mejorar su comprensión auditiva, 

al investigador a perfeccionar sus destrezas docentes y a la comunidad a contar con 

profesores bien preparados.   
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ABSTRACT 

 

This action research study was focused on the use of videos in the improvement of the 

listening skill with 18 tenth-year students at Unidad Educativa Intercultural Bilingüe 

“Musuk Rimak". Five workshops were carried out to improve the listening skill. The 

researcher applied pre and post tests to measure the students progress and 

questionnaires to know the students perception of the use of videos. A Researcher field 

diary was used to monitor the students‟ progress. The results indicated that the use of 

videos facilitated the improvement of listening skills, which were reflected in the 

noticeable increase of the post-test scores, and students‟ improvement after the 

intervention period. The answers provided in the questionnaires also confirmed the 

positive attitude toward listening activities. It is important to mention that this study 

helped the students to improve their listening skill, the researcher to sharpen his 

teaching abilities and the community to have well-prepared candidate teachers. 
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c. INTRODUCTION 
                           

This descriptive study was focused on the use of videos to improve the listening skill 

with students from fourteen to fifteen years old in a multicultural bilingual public 

school. These students had English classes five hours a week without the support of 

resources and activities that help and facilitate the learning of it.  The study examined 

the use of videos as a strategy through the question: Are videos useful to improve 

listening skill with students of 10th year of Basic Education at “Mushuk Rimak” 

Educative Unit, academic period 2013-2014? 

 

This research is considered as an action research because it allows the researcher to 

have a real professional practice development through the emerging evidence-based 

outcomes. It was developed by collecting data systematically in order to draw the 

conclusions that allow the stakeholders to follow a self-reflective cycle of identifying 

the problem, planning a change and observing all the process to make a re-planning. 

According to this design, the researcher collected the necessary information to set some 

modifications to improve the students‟ language learning. Finally, the researcher 

proposed some strategies to be applied in order to solve students listening‟ limitations 

so that they can meet their listening level according to their grade. The current study 

worked with a sample of 18 tenth year students in a rural school. The action research 

work involved a pre and a post test, pre and post questionnaire and a field dairy during 

the intervention. The intervention was planned based on the students‟ cognitive process 

to build up their knowledge. The lessons were reinforced with activities that enabled 

students to master the listening skill.  
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The present report is organized in 5 sections: Literature review, Materials and 

Methods (methodology), Results, Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendations.  The 

Literature Review section describes the variables: Listening Skill and Videos. Most of 

the listening literature is based on information given by Vandergrift (1999), (Brown) 

2006, Saha (2008), Harmer (2001), Celik (1999) and contributions of works by similar 

researches. Videos literature is based on information given by Gallacher (undated), Van 

Duzer (1998), Gonzales Moncada (2006) and contributions of works of similar 

researches.  

 

The Materials and Methods section details the design of the investigation, and the 

methods that helped to carry out this study.   

 

In the Results Section, the researcher details the progress of the students´ listening 

skills ofteined in the pre-test and the post-test. And analyzes the students perception in 

the pre and post questionaries.  

 

 In the discussion section the major findings of the research are presented and 

deliberated, and explain how the result related to the researcher expectation and to 

literature on the field of study. Finally, the conclusions and recommendations section 

the major findings are stated, the research questions are answer and specific suggestions 

are given to teachers, students and future researchers for further improvement. 

 

 The goal of this study was to improve the listening skill by using videos. In order to 

reach this goal the researcher investigated theoretical references about videos as a 
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strategy to improve listening skill learning. Then, the researcher diagnosed the negative 

factors that limited the listening skill learning in the target population.  

 

 The researcher selected the most appropriate videos to improve the listening skill 

learning in the English Language. After that, he used these videos as part of classroom 

activities in an intervention plan in order to ameliorate the limitations in the listening 

skill learning. 

 

During the evaluation of the intervention plan, the researcher found some strengths in 

the group students were enthusiastic, participatory, interested and respectful with each 

other. Also, they cooperated in the activities assigned inside the classroom and outside 

too, besides that, they were very punctual. Finally, the school had all kind of teaching 

resources such as posters, CD player, projector, internet connection, Tv, Cds, English 

lab, speakers, and other accessories to facilitate the teaching-learning process. 

 

 This research work had a successful impact on students. They were motivated to 

learn English by using videos and they got self-confidence which is essential in 

learning. Students were active and participatory, they learned new works by watching 

videos and they were able to remember, pronounce, understand meaning and try to use 

them in their real context. 
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d. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

 

Listening is the most essential skill of language learning as virtually all children 

learn to listen as part of their first language (L1) acquisition process. Just as the 

fundamental role listening plays in L1 acquisition, it is by no means less important in 

second language (L2) learning (Rost, 2002). Due to the growing emphasis on 

communicative competence in language learning and teaching in recent decades, more 

and more studies were carried out to enhance the teaching and learning of listening. 

Along the same vein, much research effort has been devoted to exploring the process of 

listening comprehension (e.g., Anderson, & Lynch, 1988; Lynch, 1998; Rost, 1990, 

2002), identifying the factors that affect listening comprehension (Brindley, & Slatyer, 

2002; Chiang, & Dunkel, 1992; Flowerdew, 1994; Shohamy, & Inbar, 1991; Teng, 

2002), and finding efficient teaching approaches of listening (Berne, 2004; Hinkle, 

2006; Mendelsohn, 1998; Vandergrift, 1999).  

 

At the same time, with the rapid development of technology, computers and the 

World Wide Web have been applied to language courses in various ways. In terms of 

the teaching of listening, the computer technology has brought several benefits to the 

teaching and learning of listening. First of all, the access to listening materials increases 

substantially; this, in turn, creates considerable chances for the learners to learn and 

practice. In addition, availability of various websites also makes it much easier for 

instructors to get supplementary listening materials. Secondly, listening materials 

become more authentic, more reflective to the real-world spoken language. 
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What is listening? 

 

From the skill-building perspective, listening is defined as acollection of micro-

skills, including phonics, vocabulary, grammar, etc. According to Richards and Schmidt 

(2002). Listening comprehension is the process of understanding speech in a first or 

second language. The study of listening comprehension in second language learning 

focuses on the role of individual linguistic units (e.g., phonemes, words, grammatical 

structures) as well as the role of the listener‟s expectations, the situation and context, 

background knowledge and topic.  

 

Listening is conceived of as an active process in which listeners select and 

interpret information, which comes from auditory and visual clues in order to define 

what is going on and what the speakers are trying to express. (Rubin, 1995). 

 

In developing classroom activities and materials for teaching listening 

comprehension, a clear understanding is needed of the nature of top-down and bottom-

up approaches to listening and how these processes relate to different kinds of listening 

purposes. (Richards, 1990, p. 65) L2 listening is not just a "bottom-up" skill in which 

the meaning can be derived from perception or comprehension of the sum of all discrete 

sounds,syllables, words, or phrases (Ur, 1984). Listening does indeed involve some 

"bottom-up" processing, but at the same time it requires substantial amounts of "top-

down" processing in which meaning is inferred from broad contextual clues and 

background knowledge (Richards, 1983). (Oxford,1993). 
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The importance of listening 

 

There are a number of reasons why listening is important for first and second 

language learners. Firstly, and most importantly, listening is an essential prerequisite for 

oral communication to take place (Benson and Hijett, 1980). 

 

Secondly, it influences the development of reading and writing (Scarcella and 

Oxford, 1992), and helps to enlarge students' vocabulary (Rubin, 1982). Thirdly, it plays 

a central role in academic success because the lecture remains the most widely used 

method for instruction at all levels (Dunkel,1991; Powers, 1985). 

 

For those reasons listening is probably the most important skill that people need 

to develop to acquire a second language since it is the principal means by which 

learners receive linguistic input.  

 

However, it is found that this skill presents the highest level of difficulty in 

teaching English as a foreign language specially to elementary grades. Many authors 

emphasize that listening skills play a crucial role in communication. Moreover, Oxford 

(1993) says that “listening is perhaps the most fundamental language skill” 

 

The teaching and learning of listening 

 

In skills-based classrooms, the teaching of listening emphasizes the mastery of 

the subskills involved in listening for hope that students themselves would put these 
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subskills together and become proficient listeners. These subskills include identifying 

isolated speech sounds, recognizing words with reduced syllables, recognizing the stress 

patterns of words, distinguishing between similar sounding words (as between cat and 

cut), recognizing reduced forms of words, discriminating between intonation contours 

in spoken sentences, recognizing typical Word order patterns, etc. These subskills and 

many others are mastered individually through direct explanation, modeling and 

repetition. The mastery of each subskill is then measured by means of a discrete point 

test before moving to the next. 

 

The Listening Process 

 

Listening is elusive; in fact, teachers often do not know whether listening has 

occurred until they ask students to apply what they have listened to through discussions, 

projects, and other assignments. Even then, there is no guarantee that the students‟ 

responses indicate that they have listened, because they may have known the material 

before listening or may have learned it from someone else at about the same time. 

Listening, like the other language arts, involves a process. It is more than just hearing, 

even though we often use the terms hearing and listening synonymously (Lundsteen, 

1979). Actually, hearing is only one-step; the crucial part is comprehending what was 

heard. 

 

The listening process has three steps: receiving, attending, and assigning 

meaning (Wolvin & Coakley, 1995). In the first step, listeners receive the aural stimuli 

or the combined aural and visual stimuli presented by the speaker. Next, listeners focus 
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on important stimuli while ignoring other, distracting stimuli. Because so many stimuli 

surround students in the classroom, they must attend to the speaker‟s message, focusing 

on the most important information in that message. In the third step, listeners 

comprehend or assign meaning to the speaker‟s message. Responding to the message is 

not considered part of the listening process; the response occurs afterward, and it sets 

another communication process into action in which the listener becomes the message 

sender.  

 

The second step of Wolvin and Coakley‟s listening process model can be called 

the “paying attention” component. Teachers spend a great deal of instructional time 

reminding students to pay attention; unfortunately, however, children often do not 

understand the admonition. When asked to explain what “paying attention” means, 

some children equate it with physical behaviors such as not kicking feet or cleaning off 

desks. Learning to attend to the speaker‟s message is especially important because 

researchers have learned that students can listen to 250 words per minute two to three 

times the normal rate of talking (Foulke, 1968). This differential allows listeners time to 

tune in and out as well as to become distracted during listening. 

 

How important is listening? 

 

       Listening is often called the most important language art because it is the one we 

use the most. Researchers report that people spend as much time listening as they do 

reading, writing, and talking combined (Pinnell & Jaggar, 2003). Both children and 

adults spend approximately half of their communication time listening. Language 
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researcher Walter Loban described the importance of listening this way: “We listen a 

book a day, we speak a book a week, we read a book a month, and we write a book a 

year” (cited in Erickson, 1985, p. 13). Minute two to three times the normal rate of 

talking (Foulke, 1968). This differential allows listeners time to tune in and out as well 

as to become distracted during listening. 

 

Furthermore, the intensity of students‟ need to attend to the speaker‟s message varies 

with their purpose for listening. Some types of listening require more attentiveness than 

others. Effective listeners, for example, listen differently to directions on how to reach a 

friend‟s home than they do to a poem or story being read aloud. 

 

Listening objectives 

 

Demonstrate basic understanding of spoken discourse: 

-   Understand and use basic words and expressions prevalent in classroom 

language. 

-   Respond to instructions, commands, directions, and questions  physically or 

verbally. 

-   Identify the main points and supporting details. 

-   Match spoken language to print or pictures.              

Demonstrate critical understanding of spoken discourse: 

-   Draw inferences related to themes, characters, actions, and events. 
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-   Recognize and describe attitudes and emotions. 

-   Make predictions about the conclusion of a story or the results of an 

experiment. 

-   Distinguish between fact and opinion. 

-   Classify and categorize elements in discourse. 

-   Relate information to personal experience and/or prior knowledge. 

Demonstrate enjoyment and interest in spoken discourse: 

-   Memorize and recite poems, jokes, riddles, tongue twisters, etc. 

-   Sing along with songs and rhymes. 

-   Ask for repetitions, clarifications, and explanations. 

Demonstrate awareness of the linguistic and organizational features of spoken 

discourse: 

-   Identify dialectal features (syntax, vocabulary choice, and accent). 

-   Identify style and register markers. 

-   Identify key terms emphasized, transitional used, and turning points. 

-   Identify methods of development (narration, description, definition, 

argumentation, etc.). 
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How to teach listening skill 

 

Listening is a component of the four basic language skills that consist of 

listening, reading, speaking and writing. Listening and reading are receptive skills and 

speaking and writing are productive skills.  

 

Listening is a very important skill that has to be further developed. By hearing 

students can learn new vocabulary or establish their understanding of grammar. Usually 

tape-listening is not very popular among students. They feel that they have to hear and 

understand every word, which is not necessary. In fact, teachers should show students 

how to focus on catching the bits that are important to hear and how to become effective 

listeners.  

 

Teaching Listening  

 

As communicative competence has been underscored in language teaching and 

learning, listening has received increasing attention in language classrooms. The note 

from Morley below can describe the change of the status of listening in language 

learning and teaching: At one time, listening was assumed a passive activity, meriting 

little classroom attention. Now listening is recognize as an active process, critical to L2 

acquisition and deserving of systematic development as a skill in its own right. (Morley, 

1999, cited in Vandergrift, 2004) As the role of listening changed, so did the approach 

applied to teach listening. From the “listening to repeat” audio-lingual approach, 

“question-answer” comprehension approach, to “real-life listening” communicative 
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approach, listening instruction has become to underscore the „process‟ (learning to 

listen) instead of the „product‟ (listening to learn) of listening (Vandergrift, 2004). 

 

In the 1970s, listening instruction largely emphasized learners‟ development of 

the bottom-up process, that is, the ability to identify words, sentence boundaries, 

individual sounds, and sound combination. Then, in the following decade, because of 

the shifted view of second language listening from language-based to schema-based, the 

teaching of listening changed its focus to learners‟ development of top-down process, 

namely, activating their background knowledge such as topic familiarity, discourse 

clues, and pragmatic conventions. However, none of these two teaching foci was proved 

to obtain successful consequences by itself. In recent years, listening pedagogy has 

come to underscore the instruction of learners‟ use of strategies to enhance their 

learning process (Hinkel, 2006).   

 

Listening Strategies 

 

Since the early 1990s, research on strategy training of second language learners 

has become very active. Oxford (1990), for example, identified and categorized the 

general language learning strategies. The strategies are classified to two groups: direct 

strategies and indirect strategies. On the other hand, O‟Malley and Chamot (1990) had 

different categorizations: cognitive strategies, metacognitive strategies, and socio-

affective strategies. Regarding listening strategies, many researchers have tried to 

identify efficient and beneficial strategies used by more proficient listeners in order to 
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enhance strategy-based listening instruction (e.g., Berne, 2004; Smidt, & Hegelheimer, 

2004; Teng, 1998).  

 

Rost (2002), for example, summarized five most commonly recognized 

strategies used by successful second language listeners: predicting, inferencing, 

monitoring, clarifying, responding, and evaluating. As the strategy-based approach has 

become more active in language teaching, more and more studies started to highlight 

the importance of strategy teaching in listening courses (e.g., Mendelsohn, 1995, 1998; 

Vandergrift, 1999, 2004; Vogely, 1995).  

 

 Listening Skills  

 

Listening is perceive as a complex and multidimensional process. To understand 

the complex process, a number of theorists have attempted to describe listening in terms 

of taxonomies of skills (Buck, 2001). One common taxonomy is dividing listening into 

two stages: comprehending and application (Carrol, 1972; Clark & Clark, 1977). At the 

first stage, the learners process the linguistic information in the message, and in the 

second stage, they utilize the information in a communicative context. Given the 

growing interest in the communicative approach in language teaching, there are also 

many taxonomies of listening skills described in communicative terms.  

 

Compared to the available taxonomies to date, Weir‟s classification (1993) 

seems to be more comprehensive. While many of the components in the taxonomies are 

essential in listening, there has not been evidence suggesting that any of the taxonomies 
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contains a complete description of listening process. These taxonomies are important 

because they tell us what are considered important in listening comprehension, and 

hence shed light in the teaching of listening.  

 

A list of listening skills (Weir, 1993, cited from Buck, 2001) direct meaning 

comprehension.   

 

Listen for gist 

Listening for main idea(s) or important information; and distinguishing that from 

supporting detail, or examples  

Listening for specifics, including recall of important details  

Determining a speakers‟ attitude or intention towards a listener or a topic 

 

Inferred meaning comprehension  

Making inferences and deductions  

Relating utterances to their social and situational context  

Recognizing the communicative function of utterances  

Deducing meaning of unfamiliar lexical items from context  

 

Contributory meaning comprehension  

Understanding phonological features Understanding grammatical notions such as 

comparison, cause, result, degree etc.  
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Understanding discourse markers Understanding the main syntactic structure of clauses 

or idea units Understanding cohesion, especially reference  

 

Understanding lexical cohesion, especially lexical set membership and collocations  

Understanding lexis  

 

Listening and taking notes   

Ability to extract salient points to summarize the text  

Ability to select relevant key points 

 

Stages in teaching listening activities 

 Pre – listening stage 

 While - listening stage 

 Post - listening stage 

 

Pre – listening stage  

- the most important thing is an appropriate task 

- preparation for the task that is going to be performed 

- motivation (showing pictures, going through the questions, discussing topics, 

etc.) 

 

While listening stage 

- the listening itself 
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- performing the task 

- the listening stage should consist of two listening (after the first listening very 

simple questions should be asked – who was talking, how many people, were 

they English, etc.)  

 

Post listening stage 

- checking answers (don‟t ask individuals, let students check in pairs or groups) 

- pointing out what has just been learnt  

 

Listening activities: basic principles 

The task should always be set before the listening. 

 

 It is important to start with a PRE-LISTENING ACTIVITY – to set up the 

context and the topic (by eliciting from the students), to introduce it, to lead 

in, to arouse interest. 

 To organize or arrange the class so that the students could hear well + the 

position of the recorder + the quality of the tape 

 The task should be aimed at the weakest student in a group – the first 

listening is like “getting to know the text”. All the students should be able 

to answer (questions such as “How many speakers are there? Are they 

English?”). Then more difficult tasks come.  GRADING THE TASKS is 

very important. 

 CHECKING THE ANSWERS – first students check in pairs – it gives 

them opportunity to speak, they are not stressed – then the T asks – 
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encourages, gives support – listening is very much about psychology (Ss 

should not feel stressed). We should encourage the students to use all 

possible strategies to complete a task. 

 EXTENSION – to use the text for some other activities (role-plays or 

exploiting the tapescript, eg. “underline . . . “). 

 

How to organize listening activities 

Lead in: Pre-activities 

Why?      To introduce the topic 

                To motivate the learners 

                To pre- teach key vocabulary 

                To set up the scene 

How?       Visual clues 

                 Key words, titles – prediction 

                 True x false  

                 Matching, ordering  

                 Brainstorming 

                Discussion 

 

Comprehension tasks: While-activities 

Why?    To practice various subskills 
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How?    Questions (Yes/No, Why-questions, multiple-choice . . .) 

   Spot the mistakes, differences  

   Matching, ordering pictures 

   Information transfer (charts, grids . . . ) 

   Gap-filling 

   Summarization  

   Jigsaw 

   Titles, topic sentences 

 

Follow up: Post-activities 

Why? To work on the language 

To exploit the topic 

How? Role-plays 

Projects 

Writings 

 

Some basic tips to consider 

- to give clear instructions what to do 

- to grade the tasks, a very easy one to start with 

- to get the learners to check their answers in pairs first 

- to exploit the texts as much as possible 

- to release the stress in listening comprehension lessons 
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- to choose interesting topics 

- to speak naturally in the lessons (of course, in English) – use own voice and 

use as much target language as possible – talk  students often as you and your 

voice are very useful!. (sheen, R. 1994).        

                                                                                                               

How to improve listening skill 

 

Why is listening comprehension so important?  

 

Students learn a lot of vocabulary and grammar from listening activities. 

Listening is one of the most difficult skills to learn because students must listen at 

someone else‟s pace.  It is the only skill over which they have little or no 

control. Students communicate better in the target language when they understand.  If 

they cannot understand, there is no communication-taking place.  

 

How do you teach students to become effective listeners?   

 

  First, help students understand by teaching effective listening comprehension 

strategies. Next, plan effective listening activities that include: Pre-listening activities 

during listening activities Post-listening activities listening assessment have students 

keep a listening journal to record listening practice outside of the classroom.  This can 

include any conversations they overhear or have with English speakers, music they hear 

in English, English heard in movies or TV shows, etc. Assign listening activities for 

homework such as: Interview a native English-speaker Listen to audio clips on a tape, 

CD, or online listen to English radio, Watch English TV. 
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Negative issues that limit the development of listening skill. 

 

What are some listening problems? 

 

The evidence that shows why listening is difficult comes mainly from four 

sources: the message to be listened to, the speaker, the listener, and the physical setting. 

 

The Message Content. Many learners find it more difficult to listen to a taped message 

than to read the same message on a piece of paper, since the listening passage comes 

into the earin the twinkling of an eye, whereas reading material can be read as long as 

the reader likes. 

 

The listening material may deal with almost any area of life. It might include 

street gossip, proverbs, new products, and situations unfamiliar to the student. Also, in a 

spontaneous conversation speakers frequently change topics. 

 

The content is usually not well organized.  

 

In many cases listeners cannot predict what speakers are going to say, whether it 

is a news report on the radio, an interviewer‟s questions, an everyday conversation, etc.  

 

Messages on the radio or recorded on tape cannot be listened to at a slower 

speed. Even in conversation, it is impossible to ask the speaker to repeat something as 

many times as the interlocutor might like. 
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Linguistic Features. Liaison (the linking of words in speech when the second word 

begins with a vowel, e.g., an orange /@nOrIndZ/) and elision (leaving out a sound or 

sounds, e.g., suppose may be pronounced /sp@uz/ in rapid speech) are common 

phenomena that make it difficult for students to distinguish or recognize individual 

words in the stream of speech. They are used to seeing words written as discrete entities 

in their textbooks. 

 

  If listening materials are made up of everyday conversation, they may contain a 

lot of colloquial words and expressions, such as stuff for material, guy for man, etc., as 

well as slang. Students who have been exposed mainly to formal or bookish English 

may not be familiar with these expressions. 

 

In spontaneous conversations, people sometimes use ungrammatical sentences 

because of nervousness or hesitation. They may omit elements of sentences or add 

something redundant. This may make it difficult for the listener to understand the 

meaning. 

 

The Speaker 

 

Ur (1984) points out that “in ordinary conversation or even in much extempore 

speech-making or lecturing we actually say a good deal more than would appear to be 

necessary in order to convey our message. Redundant utterances may take the form of 

repetitions, false starts, re-phrasings, self-corrections, elaborations, tautologies, and 

apparently meaningless additions such as I mean or you know.” This redundancy is a 
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natural feature of speech and may be either a help or a hindrance, depending on the 

students‟ level. It may make it more difficult for beginners to understand what the 

speaker is saying; on the other hand, it may give advanced students more time to “tune 

in” to the speaker‟s voice and speech style. 

 

Learners tend to be used to their teacher‟s accent or to the standard variety of 

British or American English. They find it hard to understand speakers with other 

accents. Spoken prose, as in news broadcasting and reading aloud written texts, is 

characterized by an even pace, volume, pitch, and intonation. Natural dialogues, on the 

other hand, are full of hesitations, pauses, and uneven intonation. Students used to the 

former kinds of listening material may sometimes find the latter difficult to understand. 

 

The Listener 

 

Foreign-language students are not familiar enough with clichés and collocations 

in English to predict a missing word or phrase. They cannot, for example, be expected 

to know that rosy often collocates with cheeks nor to predict the last word will be 

something like rage when they hear the phrase he was in a towering. . . . This is a major 

problem for students. 

 

Lack of sociocultural, factual, and contextual knowledge of the target language 

can present an obstacle to comprehension because language is used to express its culture 

(Anderson and Lynch 1988). 
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            Foreign-language learners usually devote more time to reading than to listening, 

and so lack exposure to different kinds of listening materials. Even our college students 

majoring in English have no more than four hours‟ regular training per week. 

 

        Both psychological and physical factors may have a negative effect on perception 

and interpretation of listening material. It is tiring for students to concentrate on 

interpreting unfamiliar sounds, words, and sentences for long periods. 

 

Physical Setting 

 

Noise, including both background noises on the recording and environmental 

noises, can take the listener‟s mind off the content of the listening passage.  

 

Listening material on tape or radio lacks visu al and aural environmental clues. 

Not seeing the speaker‟s body language and facial expressions makes it more difficult 

for the listener to understand the speaker‟s meaning. Unclear sounds resulting from 

poor-quality equipment can interfere with the listener‟s comprehension. 

 

Other issues limit the development of listening skill 

 

 Lack of teaching materials; 

 Lack of equipment; 

 Lack of English teacher; 
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 Lack of training in how to use the equipment; 

 Listening is not included on many important tests; 

 Lack of real-life situations where language learners need to understand spoken 

English; 

 Lessons tend to test rather than to train student‟ listening skills. 

 

What can teachers do to help students master the difficulties? 

 

Kristina (2009) Not all the problems described above can be overcome. Certain 

features of the message and the speaker, for instance, are inevitable. But this does not 

mean that the teacher can do nothing about them. S/he can at least provide the students 

with suitable listening materials, background and linguistic knowledge, enabling skills, 

pleasant classroom conditions, and useful exercises to help them discover effective 

listening strategies. 

 

Here are a few helpful ideas: 

 

The Message 

 

1. Grade listening materials according to the students‟ level, and provide authentic 

materials rather than idealized, filtered samples. It is true that natural speech is hard to 

grade and it is difficult for students to identify the different voices and cope with 

frequent overlaps. Nevertheless, the materials should progress step by step from semi-
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authenticity that displays most of the linguistic features of natural speech to total 

authenticity, because the final aim is to understand natural speech in real life. 

 

2. Design task-oriented exercises to engage the students‟ interest and help them 

learn listening skills subconsciously. As Ur (1984) has said, “Listening exercises are 

most effective if they are constructed round a task. That is to say, the students are 

required to do something in response to what they hear that will demonstrate their 

understanding.” She has suggested some such tasks: expressing agreement or 

disagreement, taking notes, marking a picture or diagram according to instructions, and 

answering questions. Compared with traditional multiple-choice questions, task-based 

exercises have an obvious advantage: they not only test the students‟ listening 

comprehension but also encourage them to use different kinds of listening skills and 

strategies to reach their destination in an active way. 

 

3. Provide students with different kinds of input, such as lectures, radio news, films, 

TV plays, announcements, everyday conversation, interviews, storytelling, English 

songs, and so on. 

 

Brown and Yule (1983) categorize spoken texts into three broad types: static, 

dynamic, and abstract. Texts that describe objects or give instructions are static texts; 

those that tell a story or recount an incident are dynamic texts; those that focus on 

someone‟s ideas and beliefs rather than on concrete objects are abstract texts. Brown 

and Yule suggest that the three types of input should be provided according to the 

difficulties they present and the students‟ level. They draw a figure, in which difficulty 
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increases from left to right, and, within any one type of input, complexity increases 

from top to bottom. 

 

4. Try to find visual aids or draw pictures and diagrams associated with the listening 

topics to help students guess or imagine actively. 

 

The Speaker 

 

1. Give practice in liaisons and elisions in order to help students get used to the 

acoustic forms of rapid natural speech. It is useful to find rapidly uttered colloquial 

collocations and ask students to imitate native speakers‟ pronunciation. 

 

2. Make students aware of different native-speaker accents. Of course, strong 

regional accents are not suitable for training in listening, but in spontaneous 

conversation, native speakers do have certain accents. Moreover, the American accent is 

quite different from the British and Australian. Therefore, it is necessary to let students 

deal with different accents, especially in extensive listening. 

 

3. Select short, simple listening texts with little redundancy for lower-level students 

and complicated authentic materials with more redundancy for advanced learners. It has 

been reported that elementary-level students are not capable of interpreting extra 

information in the redundant messages, whereas advanced listeners may benefit from 

messages being expanded, paraphrased, etc. (Chaudron 1983). 
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The Listener 

 

1. Provide background knowledge and linguistic knowledge, such as complex 

sentence structures and colloquial words and expressions, as needed. 

 

2. Give, and try to get, as much feedback as possible. Throughout the course, the 

teacher should bridge the gap between input and students‟ response and between the 

teacher‟s feedback and students‟ reaction in order to keep activities purposeful. It is 

important for the listening-class teacher to give students immediate feedback on their 

performance. This not only promotes error correction but also provides encouragement. 

It can help students develop confidence in their ability to deal with listening problems. 

Student feedback can help theteacher judge where the class is going and how it should 

be guided. 

 

3. Help students develop the skills of listening with anticipation, listening for 

specific information, listening for gist, interpretation and inference, listening for 

intended meaning, listening for attitude, etc., by providing varied tasks and exercises at 

different levels with different focuses. 

 

A typology of activities for a listening lesson 

 

 Researchers suggest a variety of exercises, tasks, and activities appropriate to different 

stages of a listening lesson (pre-listening, while listening, and post-listening). Good 

classroom activities can themselves be effective solutions to listening problems. 
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The list covers a wide range of listening activities from simple to more 

sophisticated. Some teachers, accustomed to following exactly the exercises and tasks 

provided in the textbook without thinking about whether they are suitable for their 

students or not, might look on these activities as extra work and a burden. I would like 

to point out that it is a pleasure and a positive experience to try various exercises, tasks, 

and classroom activities, for successful lessons depend on the teacher‟s knowing and 

using a variety of teaching methods. Teachers should have at their fingertips a set of 

exercises, tasks, and activities that they can use with their classes whenever they may be 

needed. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Some researchers think that listening is the easiest skill to teach, whereas most 

students think it is the most difficult to improve. This contradiction tells us that there are 

some things about teaching listening that need to be explored. Perhaps those who say it 

is “the easiest to teach” mean that it does not require much painstaking lesson 

preparation and all they need to do is play the tapes and test the students‟ 

comprehension. But is there nothing more to teaching listening than testing? We must 

find out all we can about how listening can be improved and what activities are useful 

to this end and then use this knowledge and these activities in our own classrooms. 
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Videos to improve listening skill 

 

Definition 

 

Videos are important tools to make possible the learning of a language, used by 

teachers as Ramirez, cited by Gonzales Moncada ( 2004) declare. Materials are tools 

designed to teach English in order to master the English language, which can be applied 

for English as a second language, and English as a foreign language learners depending 

on the lesson and orientation of the course. 

 

The application of video materials is an extraordinary learning tool, since 

students are provided with a lot of advantages when learners are used in combination 

with an active learning strategy. Applying television or videos in the classroom always 

allows that the learners can access to more information when listening. That is, the 

students can listen and see what is happening at the same time. For that, reason movies 

are a chance for students to increase their knowledge of the English language.  

 

William & Lutes (undated) claims that through visual materials, students have 

the opportunity to be observers and participants; in this way, William & Lutes (undated) 

conceived that learning will be more natural because videos allow the English class to 

be more innovative and less traditional.  

 

Importance of video 

 

Videos have become more and more popular in language teaching for decades. 

All skills, such as speaking, listening, reading, and writing, can be instructed with 

http://www.wordreference.com/es/translation.asp?tranword=make%20possible
http://www.wordreference.com/thesaurus/strategy
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videos. Videos are not only used for entertainment, but they also can provide a great 

approach for language teaching and learning. According to Chu, videos can motivate 

students to engage in language learning. Students will not only have lessons with 

videos; they will also use videos to learn language. Teaching listening with videos will 

be the primary examination of the use of technology in language teaching.  

 

To support this Mckinnon (undated) points out that videos as a listening tool can 

enhance the listening experience for our students. However, we can add a completely 

new dimension to aural practice in the classroom by using video. The setting, action, 

emotions, gestures, etc, that our students can observe in a video and provide an 

important visual stimulus for language production and practice. 

 

In other hand, video materials can be a learning alternative because they contain 

dialogues from highly proficient English speakers, which could contribute to an easier 

understanding of their pronunciation.  Gallacher (undated) affirms, “A good idea is to 

choose scenes that are very visual. The more visual a video is, the easier it is to 

understand - as long as the pictures illustrate what is being said”. Selected English TV 

series, movies, advertising, could increase student´s motivation, as Van Duzer (1998) 

claims that students listen to relevant and interesting things for them which keep their 

motivation and attention high. Consequently, we made a very good selection of video 

materials to expose learners to suitable materials that facilitate their learning. In 

addition, video materials adequately chosen, can promote the integration of language 

skills, and change the class routines as Hinkel (cited by Gonzales Moncada, 2006). 
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Why use video 

 

 Students need large amounts of comprehensible input 

 Video(movies, sitcoms, soap operas) provides a rich source of listening input 

 The narrative/paraphrase technique allows the teacher to make this input 

comprehensible to a wide range of abilities 

 A dramatic storyline keeps learners engaged 

 With Internet connection, streaming video is always available and free. 

 

Types of videos 

 

Music 

News 

Animations 

Movies 

Commercials 

Home videos 

Stories 

Tv shows 

Interviews 

Educational 
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Instructional 

Screencast 

 

Advantages of using videos in the classroom 

 

 The use of instructional videos, like the use of any type of instructional method, 

has distinct advantages. Videos are a familiar medium that can be used 

effectively as a motivational tool (Instructional Television, 1995). Norum (1997) 

describes how video and other visuals can be shown to an entire class; she 

explains how actions and related vocabulary items, otherwise difficult or 

impossible to illustrate in a classroom setting, can be shown easily if recorded 

ahead of class time. Visual imagery may enhance student learning (Morris, 

2000). Video, in particular, have been shown to be superior to still pictures or 

word definitions alone for vocabulary acquisition. 

 

 "Video can present a communicative transaction in its totality. The learners can 

see the people and the situation (the setting where the interaction is occurring). 

They can see and hear the attitude of the persons involved (the interlocutors). 

They can hear the linguistic registers and the appropriateness of the language 

within the situation. They can appreciate cross-cultural relationships by asking 

themselves if this piece of business would be conducted in the same way in their 

country. They will become aware of other cultural aspects, such as the gestures 

used and the distance maintained between the people involved. It is a replica of 

natural conversation in the real world" (Finocchiaro, 1989, p. 151). 
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 "Children and adults feel their interest quicken when language is experienced in 

a lively way through television and video. This combination of moving pictures 

and sound can present language more comprehensively than any other teaching 

medium. And more realistically too" (Stempleski&Tomalin, 1990, p. 3). 

 

 A major advantage is that video materials can focus on information that cannot 

be readily presented in a traditional classroom because of constraints such as 

size, location, costs, etc. In the ESL classroom, this can be something as simple 

as access to native speaker language in a natural context. However, because 

watching video is a passive activity, it needs to be used as part of an active 

learning strategy in order to be an effective tool, particularly in holding the 

attention of students (Houston, 2000; Sherman, 2004）. Since dual coding has 

been proven to enhance encoding by learners, video materials are an effective 

delivery system because they contain a combination of visual and aural 

information. 

 

 Similarly, Harmer (2001) points out that other advantage of videos is that 

learners not only can listen the language but also they can see it, in order to 

support comprehension, videos contain visual clues such as gestures and 

expressions which allow students to go beyond of what they listen, and also to 

interpret the video in a deeper way. Because of learners can see the language in 

use from natural contexts; they can make connections between words and 

images, which help them to analyze their own, use of the language or even to 

learn new language.  
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 Finally according (Reyes) “Videos materials containing native speaker's voices 

should be exploited as much as possible, and schools should be equipped with 

such materials." 

 

Objectives of videos  

 

Why use video in the classroom  

 

Teachers, who use instructional video report that their students retain more 

information, understand concepts more rapidly and are more enthusiastic about what 

they are learning. With video as one component in a thoughtful lesson plan, students 

often make new connections between curriculum topics, and discover links between 

these topics and the world outside the classroom. 

 

Video is uniquely suited to:  

 

 take students on impossible field trips--inside the human body, or off to Jupiter  

 take students around the globe, to meet new people and hear their ideas  

 illustrate complex, abstract concepts through animated, 3-D images  

 show experiments that can't be done in class  

 bring great literature, plays, music, or important scenes from history into the 

room  

 help students practice media literacy and critical viewing skills  

 provide a common experience for students to discuss. (“Ntti”, n.d) 
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Using videos in the classroom 

 

Video is a powerful tool in today‟s classroom. It provides strong context through 

which to teach English. Meaning comes alive and it brings the outside world into the 

classroom and gives your teaching “reality”. Video also provides all the paralinguistic 

features of language that audio only cannot. Nowadays, students are very much visual 

learners. Without a doubt, video is the future for all of us involved in education. Gone 

are the days where it took a high degree of technical knowhow and hours of set up to 

bring video into the classroom. Now the classroom is wired and connected. It is an 

exciting time to be both a teacher and a student. The world is our classroom.  

 

Some tips for using video In Class 

 

Keep the Video Short (2-4 minutes) attention spans are limited when watching 

visual content. Chunk up and divide videos with focused activities.  

 

 Watch the whole video first.  

 

Students need to “have a try” first and watch to get the “big picture”. This 

provides students with the chance to deal with the “ambiguity” of language. Give 

students one simple task while watching the whole video – to keep them focused. 

 

 Always preview the video.  

 

Be sure to watch the whole video yourself before using it in class. You never 

know what content might be inappropriate or hurtful to your students. You, the teacher, 

know your students best. Best to be safe!  
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 Make it available outside the classroom.  

 

Provide students with a webpage or link so they can watch the video and 

practice outside of classroom time. Many students learn better independently and this is 

a great opportunity to foster student independence.  

 

 Use videos your students want.  

 

This may seem obvious but many teachers forget to survey their students and 

show video content they definitely know their students will be “into”. However, use 

your best judgment and find a balance between videos that highly motivate and those 

that are strongly educational. Many times you can do both!  

 

Purposes of listening video 

 

Whether we are listening for enjoyment, to gain knowledge, or simply to be a 

good friend, our purposes for listening can influence various aspects of receiving a 

message. Identifying and understanding this purpose can focus our attention on the 

skills needed to become an effective listener. Listening skills can be categorized 

according to various purposes (Wolvin&Coakley, 1993, 1996), and instruction and 

experiences with each type of listening give students opportunities to reinforce, 

improve, or change their listening behaviors. This model of listening consists of five 

basic listening purposes:  
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1. Discriminative 

2. Comprehensive 

3. Critical 

4. Therapeutic 

5. Appreciative 

 

 Discriminative listening involves distinguishing one sound from another, one word 

from another, or one message from another. These sounds are sometimes 

accompanied by visual cues, and the listener‟s interpretation serves as the 

foundation for the other four listening purposes. 

 

Students develop discriminative listening skills by identifying rhyming words, 

reading and writing poetry, segmenting a word into sounds during phonemic awareness 

activities, creating words through onomatopoeia and alliteration, and listening to 

literature read from various dialects. Following are additional activities for developing 

discriminating listening. 

 

 Comprehensive listening, also known as precise listening (Opitz&Zbaracki, 2004), 

involves listening to understand the message. Through comprehensive listening, the 

listener gains knowledge. A listening event is successful if the message received by 

the listener is as identical as possible to the speaker‟s intent. Comprehensive 

listening is strongly influenced by the listener‟s ability to remember the message 

and recall it for future use; for example. Listeners should understand why the 

speaker is giving the message and the main ideas and important details, which they 
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relate to their own knowledge. Comprehensive listening plays a critical role in 

elementary schools because much information is shared through oral directions, 

direct instruction, class discussions, and instructional media.  

 

 Therapeutic listening, occurs when we lend an ear to a troubled friend or relative, 

or listen for the purpose of strengthening a social connection. People of all ages 

need someone to listen to their fears, hopes, and problems. Although young people 

should not take the weight of the world upon their shoulders, they can become 

empathetic listeners to their friends, who may have problems as simple as an unfair 

kickball game or as emotional as the loss of a parent. The therapeutic listener uses a 

wide collection of listening skills, drawing from both discriminative and 

comprehensive listening skills along with skills that encourage the sharing of 

personal or sensitive information. Therapeutic listening is enhanced by 

 Focusing attention on the speaker by removing distractions. 

 Maintaining eye contact and receptive body language (for example, leaning 

toward the speaker). 

 Choosing a setting where the speaker feels comfortable and free to express 

himself. 

 Listening with empathy by feeling and thinking with the speaker. 

 Responding in a way that gives the speaker the opportunity to talk through 

troubles. 

 Critical listening is for the purpose of making a judgment regarding a message, or 

being persuaded to some degree by a message. Skilled critical listeners scrutinize 

speech, looking for faulty logic, insufficient evidence, or overt opinions and 
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distinguishing them from the facts. They judge a message objectively and are not 

biased by their feelings. School-aged children are not too young to begin learning 

how to listen critically and to recognize a persuasive rather than a factual message 

by asking the following questions: 

 Who created the message? 

 What creative techniques are effectively used in the message or the media used 

to convey it? 

 What values are embedded in the message? 

 Why is the message being sent? 

 

As they become productive members of our society, these same young people 

will be called upon to make judgments about messages from the media, politicians, 

sales personnel, religious leaders, medical experts, and many others. Similar thought 

processes are utilized for both critical listening and critical thinking, including analysis, 

inference, and evaluation. Critical listening and critical thinking help the listener 

understand another person‟s point of view, which may help broaden his or her own 

point of view. This acrostic poem communicates the idea of critical listening in a 

simple, yet effective format (O‟Keefe, 1999, p. 21): 

 Interrupting 

 Listen without 

 Interrupting 

 To hidden messages 
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 Stay attentive 

 Send feedback. 

 Noting all the facts, and 

 Evaluate after 

 

Critical listening activities in school may include listening to election speeches 

for class or school officers, listening to persuasive arguments during a class debate, or 

listening to a book talk and deciding whether or not to read the book. Following are 

additional activities for developing critical listening. 

 

 Appreciative listening is for gaining enjoyment through receiving creative works of 

others. This type of listening is perhaps the most personal, based on each person‟s 

unique and individual preferences. The listener comprehends and interprets spoken, 

nonverbal, or musical language based on his experiences, background, motivation, 

and interest. The appreciative listener attends to the eloquence in the language and 

music. The listener of oral presentations appreciates the ease and conciseness, 

vividness, and liveliness of the language. An appreciation of music involves 

responses that are sensual, emotional, and intellectual.  

 

Videos to teach listening skill in the english language 

 

According (Kathleen S, 1998) “teaching with videos is a way to help students 

understand their target language because videos provide sounds and images with the 
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target language. Students can guess meanings of new words and meanings with visual 

support while learning. Viewing videos can be done with playing only certain clips or 

scenes, and teachers can have their students do activities with them. Students can listen 

and watch themselves when they speak their target language. Students will use the 

target language to complete activities, such as summarizing what they see, what they 

hear, and what they think will happen in the video etc. This can help them to pay 

attention to their pronunciation, intonation, loudness, and mistakes, etc. In short, 

teaching with videos can make language learning more efficient”. 

 

How to use video 

 

Videos can be used in many ways other than just one student at a computer. 

They should also be used as a “shared experience” and an in class teaching aide. 

Teachers should play video in the classroom and share it, as you would a book or any 

print item. 

Don‟t be afraid to pause, rewind, fast forward the video. Use it as a tool for 

reference of language and study points. Think of the video as a malleable material, like 

any other classroom material for learning. 

 

Generally video activities are divided into 3 main types or stages: 

 

1. Pre-viewing. Activities done before watching the video. They help prompt student 

schema and background knowledge. Often a way for the teacher to assess student 

knowledge and interest. 
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2. Viewing: Students have a task while watching the video. They perform tasks and 

activities during the video, either with or without the teacher pausing the video. 

 

3. Post Viewing: After watching the video, the students practice the language forms 

and vocabulary encountered in the video. Students might discuss, retell, role play or 

complete exercises during this stage. 

 

Here are lists of practical ways to use English Central videos in class. Try some and find 

what works best with your own students and for your own teaching situation.  

 

The following three-step guide to creating a video lesson. 

 

 Step One: Pre-viewing Tasks 

Reading (summary, article about the video etc) 

Class discussion (brainstorming) 

Vocabulary and dictionary consultation (learn necessary vocabulary) 

Silent previewing of video 

Previewing questions 

 

 Step Two: While-viewing Tasks 

Chart completion 
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Note-taking 

True/False questions 

Fill in the blanks 

Guessing what will happen next 

 

 Step Three: Post-viewing Tasks 

Writing a summary 

Discussing 

Debating 

Reviewing unknown vocabulary, grammar and expressions. 

 

Lesson Plan and Classroom Activities 

 

Teachers should think of using as a three-part lesson, including pre-viewing, viewing, 

and post-viewing activities to increase the listening skill into the English class. 

 Before presenting the video, the teacher must engage the learners‟ interest in what 

they will be doing, and prepare them to do it successfully. 

 While learners view the video, the teacher should remain in the classroom with the 

learners to observe their reactions and see what they do not understand, what they 

are intrigued by, and what bothers them. 
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 After the viewing, the teacher should review and clarify complex points, encourage 

discussion, explain, and assign follow-up activities. 

 It is also helpful to ensure the suitability, length, clarity, and completeness of the 

videotaped tool. Tomalin (1991) think that “the ideal video clip … tells a complete 

story or section of a story”.  

 

Previewing Activity 

 

A. Rationale: 

A previewing activity is meant to acquaint learner with the material that they are 

going to view and facilitate easier and better comprehension, thus achieving successful 

results in English language teaching. Therefore, the teacher may design this activity to 

facilitate students with their language skills.  Indeed, it is obvious for both the teacher 

and learners to work cooperatively, deliberately, and simultaneously with the intention 

of developing the four skills (Dublin & Olshtain, 1991). 

 

B. Procedure: 

Use the following sample brainstorming questions and hints about what students 

expect to view: 

Teacher:        What are we going to do now?  (Fixing video equipment) 

Learner 1:      I think we are going to watch a video. 

Teacher:        Good, what would you do when you lose your way? 

Learner 2:      I use a map. 
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Teacher:        O.K.  But what if you don‟t have a map? 

Learner 3:      I will ask somebody in the street. 

Teacher: Very good.  Now we are going to watch a woman asking somebody in 

the street to find her way.  Please, watch and listen carefully as the next activity going to 

be based on the videotaped material.  

 

While-viewing Sample Activity: 

(Sound off) Teacher asks some questions such as: 

Where does this conversation take place? 

Who do you think the woman is? 

What do you think is she looking for? 

Where do you think the man is going? 

 

Post-viewing Sample Activity: 

 (Sound and Picture) 

There are others post-viewing activities to apply in listening lesson such as: Discussion 

Group Activity, Writing Task activity and Combined with Role-Playing activity, in 

order to improve listening skill. 

Here are some activities with post-viewing. 
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Post-viewing Discussion Group Activity: 

After the students have already viewed and listened to the segment, the teacher 

will ask them to sit in groups of four or five and discuss their reaction to the man‟s and 

woman‟s interaction.  For example, they can discuss the woman‟s behavior when she 

stopped the man to ask for directions.  Was her behavior culturally and linguistically 

appropriate?  How did the man react?  Was he helpful?  What verbal and non-verbal 

language behaviors were employed?  Etc. 

 

Post-viewing Activity: Writing Task 

The teacher can ask his students to write an outline description of the man and 

woman‟s use of phrases in the course of the interaction.  For instance, what polite 

expressions, compliments, and accompanying non-verbal gestures are expected to be 

employed in similar situations. 

 

Post-viewing Activity:  Writing Task Combined with Role-Playing 

The teacher can ask two students to role-play similar situations to the ones they 

have just viewed and simultaneously the rest of the class to write down an outline 

direction like the one presented in the video segment. 

 

Skimming and scanning are two important skills that we need to learn in order to 

understand and get the information from a passage in a short time. Finally, the teacher 

apply listening techniques such as skimming and scanning. Skimming and scanning are 

two techniques that help students to learn listening skill and reading.  
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Skimming; is one of the tools that teacher can use with students in order to read 

or listening more in less time. Skimming refers to looking only for the general or main 

ideas. With skimming, your overall understanding is reduced because you do not read 

everything or listening. You listen only what is important to your purpose. Skimming 

takes place while listen and allows you to look for details in addition to the main ideas. 

 

Examples of texts we often read / listen to in this way: timetables, dictionaries, airport 

announcements etc. 

 

Scanning is another useful tool for speeding up your reading. Unlike skimming, 

when scanning, you look only for a fact or piece of information without listening 

everything. You scan when you look for your favorite show listed in the cable guide, for 

your friend‟s phone number in a telephone book, and for the sports scores in the 

newspaper. For scanning to be successful, you need to understand how your material is 

structured as well as comprehend what you read or listening so you can locate the 

specific information you need. Scanning also allows you to find details and other 

information in a hurry. 

 

Examples of texts we often read / listen to in this way: contracts, poems, witness 

statements etc. 
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e. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

In this section by materials and methods, it is meant the methodology of this research 

work. The section is developed considering: design, context, participants, methods, 

techniques, instruments, materials and procedure. 

 

Design 

 

Action research is a general name for research done by undergraduate (practitioners) 

and postgraduate students. Action research has the potential to make a substantial 

impact on the process of teaching and learning. Thus, a methodological technique 

connects research to practice. It involves a self-reflective cycle of identifying a situation 

or problem, planning a change, acting and observing the processes and consequences, 

and then re-planning, and so forth; that is why action research was applied to this study. 

It has assisted the practitioner researcher of this thesis development moving in 

following   the first cycle of the Kemmis and McTaggart‟s spiral. This process 

facilitated him reflected upon his teaching and improved his students‟ situation.  

 

Context 

 

Unidad Educativa Intercultural Bilingüe “Mushuk Rimak” public school     was selected 

as the place  for the present research work since it  is the school where the researcher 

had the opportunity to teach as part of his teaching practice; therefore  he has an insight 

of the spectrum of English teaching within the school. Unidad Educativa Intercultural 
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Bilingüe “Mushuk Rimak”  is located in San Lucas village and it is organized according 

to Ecuadorian School System requirements for a complete education school.  Students 

attending this rural public high school live under the social surroundings, which 

characterizes developing communities in Latin American countries as Ecuador; And 

more specifically within a Saraguro community, the ethnic group which is the major 

component of the population in this geographical area. 

 

Having English as a subject within curriculum in Ecuadorian public high schools is 

compulsory. In the case of Unidad Educativa Intercultural Bilingue "Mushuk Rimak", 

the treatment of English as a subject with the curriculum of the high school is 

compulsory and each week the students have five class periods devoted to the teaching 

of this foreign language. At the Mushuk Rimak high school, there are two English 

teacher as part of its teaching staff. 

 

Participants  

 

The participants who were part of this action research were 18 students (11 men and 7 

women) of the tenth year of basic education. There were males and females whose ages 

ranged from 14 to 16 years old. These students received English as a compulsory 

subject; furthermore, they had five class academic periods of 45 minutes per week. 

They had English textbooks, English lab with internet connection, software and audio 

Cds to learn this language. 
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Methods 

 

Action Research was adopted as the research design of the study and was integrated 

within the development of the academic course.  This study aimed at describing the data 

resulting from the application of an intervention plan. The following general methods 

were applied along the descriptive research: The Scientific method assisted the study of 

the use of videos applied in the developing of listening skill. It helped in the 

observations done before and during the intervention. This one also assisted during the 

anticipation of the possible solution; it supported during data collection to make 

relevant predictions and further analysis.  

 

The Descriptive method enabled the researcher to describe the different stages of the 

study and the kind of resources used. It served to explain and analyze the   object of the 

investigation. The analytic-synthetic method was used to analyze the obtained results 

through the tests. It was adopted also   to make the interpretation of data, the logical 

analysis and drawing up the conclusions. The statistic method made possible the 

quantitative statistical analysis of data derived from the test and the qualitative text 

analysis of the data received   from the observation guide and field diary and notes.  

 

Techniques 

 

Specific techniques were adopted along each stage of the research process starting from 

the conformation of the theoretical framework to the discussion of results. In the 

conformation of the Theoretical Framework, late Literature Review, extensive reading 
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was conducted and the use of outlines and index cards made concise understanding 

possible. Technology offered valuable help in the process of administering 

bibliographical sources and citation techniques. APA style was assumed as the formal 

system for format organization and citation.   

 

Data collection instruments 

 

Questionnaires, interviews, conversations, students‟ grades, students‟ works 

(documentary evidence) field diaries & notes, systematic observations, (video 

recordings) and  researcher‟s-made tests were used to gather the information.  

 

Material 

 

This research work was accomplished with the help of three main resources. The 

Human resources that participated during the different stages were: The target 

population, the students of tenth year of Unidad Educativa Intercultural  Bilingüe 

“Mushuk Rimak” school; The thesis advisor who tutored along the stages of the study 

and the researcher that worked motivated and eager to learn from the relevant moments 

were active subjects in the development of this work. 

 

The personal computer, internet, removable memory stick, and multimedia were the 

technological resources used. And the office supplies like handouts, flashcards, videos, 

textbooks and bibliography made it possible. 
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Procedure 

 

The study started with observations to the students who were part of  this research in 

order to identify the issues the students were facing.  The analysis of the observations 

facilitated the problem statement and figuring out a possible solution. At the same time, 

the structuring of a theoretical framework based on listening skill and the use of videos 

was done to support the questions raised along the observation received. 

 

An intervention plan, organized in five lessons, was designed with the help of the 

literature framework. After that, the application of the plan was carried out. During this 

stage quantitative and qualitative data were collected using the instruments mentioned 

above.  

 

After, the data gathered were tabulated and analyzed. The discussion of the outcomes 

was completed with the triangulation of the findings and the literature that supports this 

study. The conclusions were drawn up considering the initial inquiries. Finally, the 

reporting of the thesis was written and disseminated. 
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f. RESULTS 

 

QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS 

 

Pre-Test Results 

 

The quantitative data came from the listening pre-test applied to 18 students of tenth 

year of Basic Education at the Unidad Educativa Intercultural Bilingue “Mushuk Rimak” 

at the beginning of the intervention period. Participant performance was measured in 

terms of percentage of correct responses to 2 parameters which describe the learning of 

listening skill in a foreign language and reveal the students‟ listening level in two 

listening sub skills, listening for gist and listening for details.  

 

The data of the pre-test scores is showed in chart 1. 
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Chart 1: Listening Pre-Test Scores 

STUDENTS’ 

CODE 

LISTENING 

FOR GIST (4) 

LISTENING FOR 

DETAILS   (6) 

TOTAL 

SCORE 

 % 

UEMR 1 4 5 9 90 

UEMR 2 2 1.7 3.7 37 

UEMR 3 2 0.8 2.8 28 

UEMR 4 2 0 2 20 

UEMR 5 0 1.3 1.3 13 

UEMR 6 2 4.3 6.3 63 

UEMR 7 2 2.3 4.3 43 

UEMR 8 2 2.9 4.9 49 

UEMR 9 2 3 5 50 

UEMR 10 2 3.3 5.3 53 

UEMR 11 2 3.8 5.8 58 

UEMR 12 2 0.8 2.8 28 

UEMR 13 2 2 4 40 

UEMR 14 4 2.2 6.2 62 

UEMR 15 4 2.6 6.6 66 

UEMR 16 4 1.2 5.2 52 

UEMR 17 2 0.8 2.8 28 

UEMR 18 2 3.7 5.7 57 

TOTAL 42 41,7 83.7  

M 2.33 2.32   

% 58,33 38.98   

Source: Listening Pre-Test Scores 

Researcher: Jose Emiliano Saca Minga 

 
 

Analysis: 

 

From the 18 participants who were tested, only one student obtained a high score (9) 

which is above the passing grade (8) adopted for this study, while 17 students got lower 

scores than the passing grade. 4 students got the lowest grades, which went from 1.3 to 

2.8. These results indicated that most of the students have problems with the listening 

skill, specially listening for details for that reason they have lowest scores in the second 

section.  
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Once analyzing the data provided in the pre-test taken to the participants who were part 

of this research, it can say that most of the students had difficulties in the listening skill, 

thus 94,45% of students obtained lower scores than the passing grade and only a 5,55% 

got a high grade. Furthermore, the majority of students had difficulties in the listening 

for details section, they reached 38,89% of correct responses while in the listening for 

gist section they got 58,33% of correct answers. According to this result, it can conclude 

that the students had problems in developing the listening ability. This situation may be 

affected by the fact that these students did not have listening for gist and listening for 

details activities during the classes, in the same way the students said that the teacher 

never used videos or visual materials to teach listening. 

 

Post-test results 

 

The quantitative data came from the listening post-test applied to 18 students of tenth 

year of Basic Education at the Unidad Educativa Intercultural Bilingue “Mushuk Rimak” 

at the end of the intervention period. Participant performance was measured in terms of 

percentage of correct responses to two parameters, which describe the learning of the 

listening skill in a foreign language, and reveal the students‟ listening level in two 

listening sub-skills sections: listening for gist and listening for details. 

 

After conducting 5-session intervention period. The data of the post-test scores is showed 

in chart 2. 
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Chart 2: Listening Post-Test Scores 

STUDENTS’ 

CODE 

LISTENING 

FOR GIST (4) 

LISTENING FOR 

DETAILS   (6) 

TOTAL 

SCORE 

      % 

UEMR 1 4 5 9 90 

UEMR 2 4 3,8 7,8 78 

UEMR 3 4 4,1 8,1 81 

UEMR 4 4 5,1 9,1 91 

UEMR 5 4 5,1 9,1 91 

UEMR 6 4 5,5 9,5 95 

UEMR 7 4 5,5 9,5 95 

UEMR 8 4 6 10 100 

UEMR 9 4 5,1 9,1 91 

UEMR 10 4 5,2 9,2 92 

UEMR 11 4 6 10 100 

UEMR 12 4 5,6 9,6 96 

UEMR 13 4 5,6 9,6 96 

UEMR 14 4 6 10 100 

UEMR 15 4 6 10 100 

UEMR 16 4 5,1 9,1 91 

UEMR 17 4 5 9 90 

UEMR 18 4 5,6 9,6 96 

TOTAL 72 95,3   

M 4 5,29   

% 100 88,24   

Source: Listening Post-Test Scores  

Researcher: José Emiliano Saca Minga 
 

 

Analysis: 

 

 

Once analyzing the data provided in the post-test taken to the participants who were part 

of this research, it is important to outline that 100% of the students obtained the highest 

score in the listening for gist section and the majority of the students got a high score 

(88,24%) in the listening for details sections. 

 

According to the total scores, 4 students reached the highest grade (10) this represent a 

22,22%, which is consider great. 13 students reached high grades (81- 96), this result 

represent a  72,22% of the students, and only one student that represent a 5.56% got a 
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score that is considered low (7,8) because it is under the passing grade adopted to this 

research.  

 

The high results in the post-test are very significant. They demonstrate that students 

could develop the listening skill and learned this ability easily when the researcher used 

videos. These results agree with the post-questionnaire that the researcher applied where 

students said that they used the videos to learn the ability to listen, but they were 

referred to the researcher, because the school teacher had never applied videos in 

teaching listening skill. Since  some students need to improve a bit on the ability of 

listening for  detail, the teacher should implement more activities in order to improve 

this parameter using the videos. 

 

This intervention plan was a good opportunity to use videos in teaching in order to 

develop the listening ability and it revealed videos as a powerful material to teach 

English. For that reason, some EFL theorists have long held that images enhance 

comprehension, storage, and recall of information (Pavio, 1965). In the language 

classroom, the use of visual material of all kinds has been a predominant tool for 

instruction for quite some time.  

 

Video materials enhance listening comprehension since learners are able to derive 

meaning from what they are watching and hearing, thanks to the comprehensible input 

provided by the environment in which the video takes place. To conclude, a study made 

by Tao (2003), suggests that people from this period of time prefer and respond 

positively to the visual stimuli than to only listening without having the visual support. 
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Comparing test results 

 

In comparing test results, the researcher‟s intention is to demonstrate the degree of 

knowledge skill gained from the experience. 

 

The statistical measure adopted to analyze the relationship between values is the 

Pearson coefficient. The statistical finding in the pre-test and post-test show that 

students had an improvement in listening skill. As it can been the Pearson coefficient is 

0,44 which suggests a positive correlation among the variables being investigated.    

  
             

√⦋             ⦌    ⦋             ⦌   
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Chart 3. Pre and Post results contrast 

 

Students’ 

code 

Variable x Variable y X
2
 Y

2
 XY 

Pre-test score Post-test 

score 

UEMR 1 9 9 81 81 81 

UEMR 2 3,7 7,8 13,69 60,84 28,86 

UEMR 3 2,8 8,1 7,84 65,61 22,68 

UEMR 4 2 9,1 4 82,81 18,2 

UEMR 5 1,3 9,1 1,69 82,81 11,83 

UEMR 6 6,3 9,5 39,69 90,25 59,85 

UEMR 7 4,3 9,5 18,49 90,25 40,85 

UEMR 8 4,9 10 24,01 100 49 

UEMR 9 5 9,1 25 25 45,5 

UEMR 10 5,3 9,2 28,09 84,64 48,76 

UEMR 11 5,8 10 33,64 100 58 

UEMR 12 2,8 9,6 7,84 92,16 26,88 

UEMR 13 4 9,6 16 92,16 38,4 

UEMR 14 6,2 10 38,44 100 62 

UEMR 15 6,6 10 43,56 100 60,06 

UEMR 16 5,2 9,1 27,04 82,81 47,32 

UEMR 17 2,8 9 7,84 81 25,2 

UEMR 18 5,7 9,6 32,49 92,16 54,72 

N Ʃx83,7 Ʃy167,3 Ʃx
2
450,35 Ʃy

2
1503,5 Ʃx

2
779,11 

 Source: Listening Pre and Post Tests Contrast 

 Researcher: José Emiliano Saca Minga 
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Graphic 1. Bar graph showing pre-test and post-test scores in listening skill 

 
Source: pre-test and post-test scores 

Researcher: José Emiliano Saca Minga 

 

 
The pre-test and post-test comparison graph showed a significant improvement the 

listening skill learning specially in listening for gist. 

 

This value is significant and it means that there is a positive relationship between both 

variables videos and listening skill. In other words, there has been an increase in the 

values of the variable under study, although it is not certain that this variation could be 

the result of the implementation of the strategy. This statistical measure confirms which 

is been showed in Table 3. The strategy applied during the intervention period has a 

positive influence on the results obtained. 
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Qualitative data analysis 

 

In this section, a comparison of the students‟ perception toward listening skill is 

included in the form of tables constructed around students‟ answers to the pre and post 

questionnaire. 

 

1. Do teachers use videos in teaching English? 

 

Chart 4. Student’s opinion about the use of videos in teaching English 

Pre- questionnaire Post- questionnaire 

VARIABLE f f 

Yes 0 15 

No 18 3 

TOTAL 18 18 

Source: Student’s opinion about the use of videos 

Researcher: José Emiliano Saca Minga 

 

Graphic 2. Bar Graph showing students’ opinions about the use videos in the teaching 

process 

 

Source: Student’s opinion about the use of videos 

 Researcher: José Emiliano Saca Minga 
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Analysis and interpretation of data 

 

Findings in the pre-questionnaire show that 18 of the students said that teachers don‟t 

use videos in their teaching and the findings in the post-questionnaire shows that only 3 

of the students reported the above situation.  

 

This change in students‟ opinions clearly show that the use of videos as a resource was 

not part of their daily teaching routine prior the intervention. Thus, the experience using 

videos within the classroom was completely new for students and for the teacher who 

was present in the classroom during the whole event. 

 

2. Do you prefer to work in pair or in groups?  

 

Chart   5. Students preferences toward class work grouping in the classroom 

 

Pre- questionnaire Post- questionnaire 

VARIABLE f f 

Group  12 10 

Pair  6 8 

TOTAL 18 18 

 Source: Students preferences toward class work 

 Researcher: José Emiliano Saca Minga 
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Graphic 3. Bar Graph showing class organization Preferences 

                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: class organization preference  

Researcher: José Emiliano Saca Minga 

  

Analysis and interpretation of data 

 

Findings in the pre- questionnaire show that 12 students prefer to work in groups while 

6 students prefer to work in pairs and in the post- questionnaire show that 10 students 

prefer to work in groups and 8 students prefer to work in pairs. 

 

According to these results, most of the students demonstrate their interest in working in 

groups more than in pairs. 
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3. Do you think that the videos help keep the class active? 

 

Chart 6. Student’s opinion about the use of videos to keep class active 

Pre- questionnaire Post- questionnaire 

VARIABLE f f 

Yes 18 18 

No 0 0 

TOTAL 18 18 

   

Source: Student’s opinion about the use of videos 

 Researcher: José Emiliano Saca Minga 

 

 

Graphic 4.  Bar Graph showing students’ opinions on video uses to keep class more 

active. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: students’ opinions on video uses to keep class more active. 

 Researcher: José Emiliano Saca Minga 
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Analysis and interpretation of data 

It can be seen from the pre-questionnaire that 18 students believe that the use of the 

videos help to keep class active.  This opinion did not change after the application of the 

intervention period as can see from the information on table 6 figure 4. 

 

These findings suggest that students in general have a positive perception about the use 

of videos to improve the listening skill. They believe that videos are very enjoyable, 

keep the students attention and help them to have an active participation in class.  

 

4. What kind of resources does  the teacher use in the classroom?  

 

Chart  7 Students’ opinions about the kind of resources that teacher uses in the 

classroom 

 

Source: Students’ opinions about the kind of resources 

Researcher: José Emiliano Saca Minga 

 
                           

 

 

 

 

Pre- questionnaire Post- questionnaire 

VARIABLE f f 

Songs 0 0 

Videos 0 16 

Games 0 0 

flashcards 0 0 

book 3 2 

posters 0 0 

Games and book 15 0 
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Graphic 5.  Bar Graph showing resources used by the teacher during a class lesson. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S ource: resources used by the teacher during a class lesson 

Researcher: José Emiliano Saca Minga 

 

Analysis and interpretation of data 

 

In the pre-questionnaire figure 6 shows that 3 students indicate that the teacher uses 

books as resource in the classroom and 15 students affirm that the  teacher uses games 

and books. On the other hand, in the post questionnaire 16 students affirm that the 

teacher use videos in class and only 2 students say that he uses books. 

 

The difference of results between the pre and post questionnaire in relation to the use of 

videos, demonstrates that the researcher used these resource to teach English listening 

during the intervention period. These findings contrast with the opinions of most of the 

students who affirmed in the pre questionnaire, that the teacher used games and books 

in class.  
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5. Do you like your teacher implement videos in the English lesson? 

 
Chart 8. Students’ opinions toward video implementation in the English classroom. 

 

Pre - questionnaire Post - questionnaire 

VARIABLE f f 

yes 18 18 

no 0 0 

TOTAL 18 18 

Source: Students’ opinions toward video implementation 

Researcher: José Emiliano Saca Minga 

 

Graphic 6.  Bar Graph showing students’ opinions about videos implementation in the 

English class. 

Source: resources used by the teacher during a class lesson 
Researcher: José Emiliano Saca Minga 
 

 

Analysis and interpretation 0f data 

 

Finally, from the students' pre -questionnaire it was found that 18 students would  like 

that teacher implements videos in English class; in the same way in the post-survey all 

of the students express that they  would like that the teacher implements videos in the 

lessons. This reveals the good disposition that students had toward the use of videos in 

English lessons which was reflected in their cooperative attitude and response to the 

whole experience. 
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g. DISCUSSION  

 

        This study determined the relationship between videos and development of 

listening skill during the application of five workshops with students of 10th year of 

basic education at Unidad Educativa Intercultural Bilingue “Mushuk Rimak”. To 

perceive this relationship, a pre and post test that were conducted before and after the 

intervention period. The expectation was that if there would be an improvement in 

listening skill by implementing videos during the classes.  The findings support research 

question: are videos useful to improve listening skill with students of 10th year of basic 

education at mushuk rimak educative unit?. In other words, the findings are consistent 

with the implementation of this technique. When the teacher used a video, the students 

were exposed to both audio and visual inputs; which really helped  in the improvement 

of their listening skills. This confirms what Esseberger, (2002) claims about videos 

being used in a diverse way in a language classroom since they are an exceptional 

medium of learning. In the same way, Harmer (2001) points out that one major 

advantage of videos is that learners not only can listen the language but also they can 

see it. 

 

In order to support comprehension, videos contain visual clues such as gestures 

and expressions which allow students to go beyond of what they listen, and also to 

interpret the video in a deeper way. Learners can also see the language in use from 

natural contexts; they can make connection between words and images which help them 

to analyze their own use of the language or even to learn a new language. 
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The data measured through the Pearson coefficient pointed out an important  

increase in the listening skill learning after the experience. It seems that the intervention 

plan generated positive results especially in the parameter of listening for gist, which 

stepped up from 46,5 % in the pre-test to 92,94 % in the post-test. 

 

Concerning the working environment it is important to point out that it was a 

great group because they were cooperative, enthusiastic, interested and respectful to 

each other. Another strength was the classroom teacher and the school director who let 

me carried out the intervention They were friendly, communicative and collaborative. 

During the intervention, the researcher did not have any restrictions: the classroom size 

was appropriate which facilitated the teaching-learning process. Another one was that 

the school had all essential materials such as CD player, Cds, projector, speakers, 

internet connection and English lab in order to learn a foreign language. 

 

Based on the quantitative data gathered from the two-tests, checklist, field diary 

and questionnaires, it can be concluded that the use of videos proved to be an effective 

technique for teaching listening skill. In this intervention plan, the researcher put into 

practice the 3 main types or stages to teach listening such as: pre-viewing, viewing and 

post viewing. Also students worked in cooperative groups using flashcards, sheets of 

papers, videos and worksheets related  to the video.  

 

The pre-viewing activities were done before watching the video because they 

helped prompt student schema and background knowledge. Then viewing activities 

were done while watching the video, they helped to perform tasks and activities during 
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the video, either with or without the teacher pausing the video. Finally, the researcher 

applied post-viewing activities, after watching the video, here the students practiced the 

language forms and vocabulary encountered in the video. Students might discuss, retell, 

role-play or complete exercises during this stage.  

 

As a conclusion, videos activities got attention from students by providing them 

the developement of the following sub-skills such as, listening for gist and listening for 

details. In addition, students worked in cooperative groups using flashcards, sheets of 

papers, videos and worksheets, related to the video content. 

 

This action research study was a great practice for the researcher not only to 

fulfill a requirement but also for gaining experience as a future qualified teacher. During 

the intervention, the reseacher experimented how videos can help students to improve 

their listening skill. This kind of work helped the researcher and may help other 

prospective teachers to think about the importance of making practice using specific 

strategies before starting as professionals. Making action research is an important 

practice that should be done for gaining experience as a teacher to develop the strategies 

that are necessary to use in the teaching-leaning process. 
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h. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 Results overall showed a significant improvement in the ability to understand 

videos in the foreign language learning after the implementation of these 

resources to  develop the listening skill. 

 The impact that videos produced in the intervention period is demonstrated in 

the difference of scores between the pre-test and the post-test. The findings 

suggest that there is a positive relation between the use of videos and the 

improvement of the listening skill. 

 The low results obtained from the pre-test showed some weaknesses in the 

students‟ ability to recognize details during the listening activities. This 

difficulty is related to the lack of the use of videos during the class, as the 

students indicated in the pre questionnaire. 

 The use of videos helped students to develop the listening skill, as a result, they 

are now ready to make connections between words and images, recognize 

vocabulary and understand the message and details in a natural meaningful 

context. 

 The findings of this research showed that the use of videos influences  positively 

in the students motivating  to learn the language in an enjoyable way during the 

listening learning process. 

 The experience gained during this action research project development has been 

a great opportunity to get a personal and professional development. This study 

has conducted the researcher through a process of planning, acting, observing 

and reflecting in order to get better teaching resources. 
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i. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 Since the implementation of videos was successful in improving students‟ listening 

skills, especially in listening for gist and listening for details, it is suggested for 

English teachers to use this resource as an important technique in their daily 

teaching activities.  

 These tools can be used not only in teaching listening skill but also to develop some 

other kinds of subskills such as listening for details, listening for main idea, 

listening for the gist, etc.  

 It is also recommended for teachers to adjust the appropriate videos to the level and 

characteristics of students. It is also necessary for the teacher to select the 

appropriate teaching technique before implementing the teaching and learning 

activities by using these resources. For school principals, it is suggested to provide 

facilities to support the English teachers with the implementation of videos, LCD 

projector, computer/laptop, and loudspeaker.  

 Finally, it is recommend for the future researchers to develop the application of 

videos to teaching and learning the English language. 
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b. PROBLEM  

 

1. BACKGROUND 

 

The present research work will be developed at “Mushuk Rimak” Educative Unit, 

for that reason it is important to make a brief background of it. 

 

At the beginning the educative institution was called “Dr. Miguel Riofrio” High 

School. But nowadays, this name was changed by “Mushuk Rimak” Educative Unit. It 

is located in San Lucas Village of the Loja province, and it was founded in 1985 with 

the purpose of sharing knowledge with children and providing education of quality 

based on the development and encouraging human values. The school started with 40 

students and 6 teachers.  

 

Its vision is to deliver a comprehensive education with an intercultural approach, 

where the student demonstrates the ability to be a leader and entrepreneur, with a high 

cultural and academic development. Make use in their teaching and learning of 

methodologies and techniques, shared learning between students and teachers as 

facilitators in all environments in order to foster the development of cultural identity 

based on the management of the Kichwa language, economic empowerment, political 

and scientist to serve the growing families and communities of the parish of San Lucas. 

 

Its mission is to offer a comprehensive education and training environments in a 

cozy context. It counts with specialist teachers in several areas who belong to the same 
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ethnic group of culture Saraguro and Latin America. Classes are taught with the support 

of several teaching materials and technology to achieve significant process and 

experiential learning. 

 

Nowadays this educational unit works with 22 teachers and 360 students from 1
st
 

year of Basic Education until 3
rd

 year of “Bachillerato”. It offers the basic education 

according to the National Curriculum guidelines and the Bachillerato in basic sciences. 

It is bilingual where students learn the kichwa and Spanish as main languages that are 

part of their town culture. But also the English language as a complementary subject. 

 

2. CURRENT SITUATION OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT. 

 

The students who will be part of this study are teenagers who are 14 years old. 

They belong to 10
th
 year of basic education and they are from both groups, indigenous 

and mestizos ethnic groups. Regarding to the English level, they receive it, as a subject 

during 5 class periods per week. It has been detected that there are some students who 

have some limitations in listening skills because their competences do not match their 

level in their grade. They are 14 years old and the groups are conforming by 18 students 

of general basic education. They know a little about English but they have more 

problems with listening and it is their real limitation. 

 

According to what has been taught and observed, it has been noticed that one of 

the main students‟ issues is listening skill, when they want to speak in each English 

lesson, students cannot participate because they never do a pre-listening activities 
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before start English lesson. Also students do not have any idea about skimming and 

scanning, which is the reason that students are not able to identify main ideas neither 

can listening for specific information.They are frightened to participate, because they do 

not know a basic vocabulary that help them to understand some  listened information.  

 

Due to students‟ limitations at listening skill, it is important to do action 

research, in order to change students‟ mind and teach them how to improve listening 

skill that will help them to be successful in the English language classroom. It will be a 

big contribution for them because through this intervention they will have the 

opportunity to develop more specific listening skills which will allow them to become 

more active and participative students into the English language class. 

 

Skimming and scanning are two important subskills from the listening one, but 

most students even do not know what they are them, neither that they have to work on 

them while listening any information in English. When, students have to identify details 

in a short listening activity it is necessary to play the tape a lot of times so they can 

understand only 10% of the details. What is worse, most of students are get used to 

work with videos; so that they feel amazed and weird when they have an activity of this 

type.   

 

3. RESEARCH PROBLEM 

 

How to use videos to improve listening skill in the English language learning?  
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4. DELIMITATION OF THE RESEARCH 

 

The present research work will be performed with the students of 14 year old of 

basic education at the Mushuk Rimak Educative unit. 

 

i. TEMPORAL 

This research work will be carried out in the academic period February 2014. 

 

ii. SPATIAL 

This research will be carried out at the Mushuk Rimak Educative unit. 

 

iii. OBSERVATION UNITS 

The people that will part of the present researching work are the following: the 

researcher and students of 10
th
 year of Basic Education. 

 

5. SUB PROBLEMS 

 

 What kind of theoretical references about listening are effective to improve the 

listening skill with students of 10
th 

year of basic education at the Mushuk Rimak 

educative unit. Academic period 2013-2014. 
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 Which are the negative issues that limit the listening skill with students of 10
th 

year of basic education at the Mushuk Rimak educative unit. Academic period 

2013-2014. 

 Which videos are useful to enrich the listening skill with students of 10
th 

year of 

basic education at the Mushuk Rimak educative unit. Academic period 2013-

2014. 

 

 How do videos as part of the classroom activities improve the limitation in the 

listening skill with students of 10
th 

year of basic education at the Mushuk Rimak 

educative unit. Academic period 2013-2014. 

 

 How effective was the application of videos in the listening skill with students of 

10
th 

year of basic education at the Mushuk Rimak educative unit. Academic 

period 2013-2014. 
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c. JUSTIFICATION 

 

This project is important because the researcher is going to be part of an action-

research who as a student of the English Language Career from the Universidad 

Nacional de Loja, is able to implement a new practice in order to improve student‟s 

limitations in the English Language learning.  

 

From the educational point of view, it is necessary to implement this project because 

the researcher has found some strategies to be applied in order to solve students 

listening limitations and therefore students can meet their listening level according to 

their grade. It will facilitate the students group to insert in the normal English language 

class and be a participative student inside it. And they will have the opportunity of 

sharing new ideas in different contexts and cultures so they can know other ideas about 

learning English.  

 

Considering the social point of view, it is important to develop the present project 

because in the researched context students do not have the opportunity of practicing the 

English language. Therefore, the group of students will be benefited with this quasi-

experimental research, which will help them to learn the listening process by watching 

videos entertainly. 

 

It is also relevant because students will learn not only two languages but they will 

become trilingual and this will help them to be formed into a multicultural system  by 
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knowing and being involved in  other different cultures that are essential not only for 

their context, but also in any other settings of their futures lives. 

 

Considering the scientific point of view, the importance of understanding and 

applying videos to improve communication is so fundamental for the development of 

people in our current society. And this research will be useful to students because all 

content is based in scientific resources which have been checked and proved in other 

settings previous to be applied in our context. And some teaching and learning 

strategies that can help students‟ to overcome their problems in the listening skill 

according to their needs and pace. Finally, it is a requirement to get the Bachelor in Arts 

Degree in Sciences of Education, English Language Specialization. The researcher as 

undergraduate of the English Language Career is able to develop it and counts with 

enough resources to carry it on in the stated period of time. 
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d. OBJECTIVES 

 

1. GENERAL 

 

Are videos useful to improve listening skill with students of 10
th

 year of Basic 

Education at Mushuk Rimak educative unit. 

 

2. SPECIFICS 

 

 To investigate the theoretical references about listening as strategy to improve 

the listening skill with students of 10
th 

year of basic education at the Mushuk 

Rimak educative unit. Academic period 2013-2014. 

 

 To diagnose the negative issues that limits the listening skill with students of 

10
th 

year of basic education at the Mushuk Rimak educative unit. Academic 

period 2013-2014. 

  

 To select the appropriate videos to improve the listening skill with students of 

10
th 

year of basic education at the Mushuk Rimak educative unit. Academic 

Period 2013-2014.  

 

 To apply the most effective videos as a part of the classroom activities in order 

to solve limitations in the listening skill with students of 10
th 

year of basic 

education at the Mushuk Rimak educative unit. Academic period 2013-2014. 
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 To reflect about the effectiveness that the videos had on the listening skill with 

students of 10
th 

year of basic education at the Mushuk-Rimak educative unit. 

Academic period 2013-2014. 
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e. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  

 

1. LISTENING SKILL 

 

1.1. DEFINITION 

 

According to Howatt and Dakin (1974), listening is the ability to identify and 

understand what others saying. This process involves understanding a speaker‟s accent 

or pronunciation, the speaker‟s grammar and vocabulary, and comprehension of 

meaning. Woven and Coakley (1985) hold the different idea. Both see the listening skill 

as "the process of receiving, attending to and assigning meaning to aural stimuli". This 

definition indicates that listening is a complex process which students have to deal with. 

The task of listening is not only perception of sound, but it also requires comprehension 

of meaning. To support that Bulletin (1952) in Naizhao Guo‟s journal, listening is one 

of the fundamental language skills. It's a medium through which children, young people 

and adults gain a large portion of their education-their information, their understanding 

of the world and of human affairs, their ideals, sense of values, and their appreciation. 

 

Listening is the act of hearing attentively. Research shows that 45% of our time 

is spent on listening. We listen more than speak. If this listening skill is used in a proper 

way we can master the tools of communicative skills. Listening is difficult, as human 

mind tends to distract easily. A person who controls his mind and listens attentively acquires various 

other skills and is benefited. The International Listening Association) defines listening 

as the process of receiving, constructing meaning from, and responding to spoken 

and/or nonverbal messages (1996). Because we cannot physically shut down our 
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auditory perceptions, it might be easy to assume that we are always in a state of 

listening. 

 

Individuals, however, have the ability to appear to be listening when they are 

actually just hearing. To support that (Nordquist) says listening is the active process of 

receiving and responding to spoken (and sometimes unspoken)  

 

Listening skill can be defined as, “Listening is the act of hearing attentively”. It 

is also a process similar to reading which should possess knowledge of phonology, 

syntax, semantics and text understanding. According (Thomlison, 1984) listening as, 

“Active listening, which is very important for effective communication”. Listening can 

be also defined as, “More than just hearing and to understand and interpret the meaning 

of a conversation”.  

 

Finally listening skill makes you successful in workplace, family and in the 

society. Good listening skill is mandatory to get into a profession in communications, 

management, planning, sales, etc. Listening skills involve a different set of etiquettes, 

questioning for explanation, showing empathy and providing a suitable response. Good listening 

skills include the understanding ability. Body language is also a part of listening skill. Eye contact with 

the speaker, sitting straight and alert are the good gestures of a good listener. 
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1.2. PROCESS OF LISTENING 

 

Understanding Learning, Remembering Recalling, Evaluating Judging, Receiving 

Hearing, Responding Answering 

 

 Receiving. It refers to the response caused by sound waves stimulating the 

sensory receptors of the ear; it is physical response. Understanding It is the stage 

at which you learn what the speaker means-the thoughts and emotional tone. 

 Remembering. It is important listening process because it means that an 

individual has not only received and interpreted a message but has also added it 

to the mind's storage bank. But just as our attention is selective, so too is our 

memory- what is remembered may be quite different from what was originally 

seen or heard. 

 Evaluating. It consists of judging the messages in some way. At times, you may 

try to evaluate the speaker‟s underlying intentions or motives. Often this 

evaluation process goes on without much conscious awareness. Responding this 

stage requires that the receiver complete the process through verbal and/or 

nonverbal feedback; because the speaker has no other way to determine if a 

message has been received. This stage becomes the only overt means by which 

the sender may determine the degree of success in transmitting the message. 

 

         Types of listening 

           

 Superficial Listening. In this type of listening, the listener has little awareness 

of the content what is being said. The output in this type of listening is zero 
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because the listener tends to ignore the message, and is not able to concentrate 

on the theme, main points and supporting details of the message. 

 Appreciative listening. The main purpose of appreciative listening is to get 

enjoyment and pleasure. The output may be taking part in the entertainment 

process. 

 Focused Listening. It involves listening for specific information. This is the 

most common type of listening that we practice in non – formal oral 

communicative situations. 

 Evaluative Listening. It involves evaluation of the oral message or commentary 

and developing a line of thought. ü The listener interprets and analysis what he 

or she listens to in order to understand both the explicit as well as implicit 

meaning of the oral message. Thus the main purpose of evaluative listening is to 

evaluate the content of the oral message to select appropriate information. 

 Attentive Listening. It demands the complete attention of the listener. It is 

basically active and intelligent listening in situations such as group discussions, 

meetings, job interviews and so on. The listener pays attention to all parts of the 

message, that is, the central idea, main points, supporting details, examples and 

illustrations. 

 Content Listening. It is to understand and retain the speaker‟s message. You 

may ask questions, but basically information flows from the speaker to you. It 

doesn‟t matter that you agree or disagree, approve or disapprove-only that you 

understand. 
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 Critical Listening. It is to understand and evaluate the meaning of the speaker‟s 

message on several levels. When the purpose is to accept or reject the message 

or to evaluate it critically. For example: listening to a sales person before 

making a purchase involves critical listening. Similarly, when you read a book 

with the objective of writing book review. 

 Empathetic Listening; When we listen to a distressed friend who wants to 

share his feelings, we provide emotional and moral support in the form of 

Empathetic Listening. When psychiatrists listen to their patients, their listening 

is classified as empathetic listening. 

 

Objectives of Listening 

 To learn  

 To increase one‟s understanding  

 To advise or counsel  

 To relieve one‟s boredom (listening to music) 

 

1.3. LISTENING SKILL DEVELOPMENT 

 

Listening is a skill that develops in stages or levels, starting from the easiest to 

the most difficult. There are four levels of listening:  
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Example 1 

Awareness 

Phone rings. Child hears 

a sound and may turn around  

(clear responses may not be given).  

                          Discrimination 

Phone rings. Child can tell 

this sound is different to the  

sound the doorbell makes  

Awareness 

Discrimination  
(telling the difference  
between sounds) 

 

Comprehension 

Identification 
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but still not sure which is which.  

 

                                                                Identification 

                                               Phone rings. Child knows 

                                                that it is the phone. 

 

                                                                    Comprehension 

Phone ring. Child knows 

that someone is calling to 

speak to mum or dad. 

1.4. HOW TO IMPROVE LISTENING SKILL 

 

Why is listening comprehension so important?  

 

Students learn a lot of vocabulary and grammar from listening activities. 

Listening is one of the most difficult skills to learn because students must listen at 

someone else‟s pace.  It is the only skill over which they have little or no 

control.    Students communicate better in the target language when they understand.  If 

they cannot understand there is no communication taking place.  

 

How do you teach students to become effective listeners?   

 

 First, help students understand by teaching effective listening comprehension 

strategies. Next, plan effective listening activities that include: Pre-listening activities 
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during listening activities Post-listening activities listening assessment have students 

keep a listening journal to record listening practice outside of the classroom.  This can 

include any conversations they overhear or have with English speakers, music they hear 

in English, English heard in movies or TV shows, etc. Assign listening activities for 

homework such as: Interview a native English-speaker Listen to audio clips on a tape, 

CD, or online listen to English radio, Watch English TV. 

 

2. NEGATIVE ISSUES THAT LIMIT THE DEVELOPMENT OF LISTENING 

SKILL. 

 

 Barriers to Effective Listening 

Many people daydream when they are supposed to be listening. Instead of focusing 

on the speaker and attempting to learn something -- or even mentally composing a 

response to what is being said -- they will think about a party from last weekend or an 

upcoming camping trip. Daydreaming effectively closes down the possibility of 

retaining information. If the speaker is being paid to present information to you, time 

and money is being wasted. 

 Mentally Arguing with the Speaker 

Instead of listening to what someone is saying, a poor listener will disagree mentally 

and think about a rebuttal. People will actually play out a complete argument in their 

own mind at the same time they should be paying attention to what the other person is 

really trying to say. This kind of mental arguing is very damaging to the communication 

process and will often lead to misunderstanding and conflicts between people. The 
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effective listener will wait until the speaker is totally finished with his or her statement 

before making an evaluation or judgment prior to responding. 

 Desire to Talk 

The most common barrier to effective listening is jumping into a conversation 

before the other person has finished. This includes talking loudly to others in the 

audience. This is conversational bad manners. It is intrusive and disruptive. Granted, 

most of us feel more involved and active when we are talking. Even so, it‟s always good 

manners to remember that listening is just as important as talking. 

 Lack of Interest 

Lack of interest in the speaker‟s topic does create a difficult situation. How does the 

saying go? Deal with it. Good listeners try to find useful information in any presentation 

or message. A listener with a negative attitude about the message or the speaker will 

have a tough time being effective as a listener. A good way to increase listening 

effectiveness is to maintain a positive attitude about the speaker and really work at 

listening for useful information. 

There are other issues that limit the development of listening skill 

 Lack of teaching materials; 

 Lack of equipment; 

 Lack of training in how to use the equipment; 

 Listening is not included on many important tests; 

 Lack of real-life situations where language learners need to understand spoken 

English; 
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 Lessons tend to test rather than to train student‟ listening skills. 

2.1 DIFFICULTIES IN LISTENING SKILL. 

 

A great number of students believe that listening is the most difficult skill and 

they start to panic when they hear the word listening or see a CD player. But on the 

other hand students, who learn from what they hear, usually achieve better results at 

listening. Underwood argues that students whose mother tongue contains similar or 

same intonation and stress patterns have fewer problems in comparison with students 

whose mother tongue is based on different rhythms.  

 

According to Anderson and Lynch the first thing that learners have to develop is 

an ability that will enable them to identify the topic of the conversation and help them to 

find a relevant reaction. Secondly, learners should also develop an ability to predict the 

development of the topic as this ability will help them to prepare a suitable response in 

advance. Thirdly, they ought to recognize and also indicate when they do not 

understand enough to make a relevant response. Learners have to learn how to cope 

with problems of the topic clarification by using expressions such as “excuse me?, 

pardon? or Sorry, I do not understand?” or simply by repeating the speaker‟s words to 

show that they are having problems.  

 

As students encounter a lot of problems during listening I provided a list of the 

most common ones.  
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Problems caused by pronunciation 

 

One of the most common problems encountered by students is the way English 

words are pronounced but unfortunately this aspect of English cannot be overlooked as 

pronunciation of English can cause students problems in recognition, and therefore in 

comprehension(Rixon 1986: 38).  

 

Firstly, students can find it difficult to comprehend with the fact that there are 

different ways how to pronounce the same sound. For example there are two ways how 

to pronounce sound /t/. In so called BBC English one of the ways engages aspiration, a 

hissing sound, this happens if the /t/ is placed at the beginning of the syllables. Students 

who have no experience with aspiration in their mother tongue can hear /st/ (Rixon).  

 

Secondly, learners can encounter a difference between sound and spelling. As 

there is a difference between the spoken and written form of words in English students 

can fail to identify the pronounced form of words they know in written form.  

 

Thirdly, learners must be aware of the fact that words are not pronounced in 

isolation. The way they are used is called connected speech and this aspect of English 

can cause students problems to recognize individual words. In natural speech listeners 

can encounter three main types of a change in sound involving weak form of vowels. 

This means that words that are in unstressed positions have different pronunciation in 

comparison with stressed vowels e.g. when to is said in isolation it is pronounced as 

/tu:/but on the other hand in connected speech the pronunciation changes into /tə/. 

Another factor of connected speech is called elision. This means a loss of sounds 
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appearing in natural speech e.g. the word probably is pronounced /probli/. The third 

factor of connected speech is called assimilation. Assimilation means that a 

pronunciation of a letter can be influenced by the letter before or after it so that it 

changes its sound e.g. ten bikes can be pronounced /tem baiks/ (Rixon).Finally, students 

can deal with the rhythm of English. English belongs among stressed timed languages 

this means that stressed syllables occur in regular rhythms also in case when there are a 

different number of syllables between the stresses. This fact can cause that listeners can 

fail to hear unstressed syllables (Rixon).  

 

Problems caused by the lack of control of a speaker’s speech speed 

 

Many students feel that one of the greatest difficulties they have to deal with 

during listening exercises in comparison with reading exercises is the lack of possibility 

how to control the speed of speakers‟ speech. Students believe that during the listening 

they can miss important information and in contrast to reading they cannot re-listen to 

it. Some students can be busy with the meaning of certain words from the first part that 

they miss important information from the second part or they can stop listening as they 

are not able to select the correct information so quickly (Underwood). According to Ur 

students can ask their teacher to speak clearly and slowly but if the teachers decide to do 

this they will not help their students to cope with the everyday speech. Ur suggests that 

students should be exposed to as much as natural informal speech as they are able to 

understand.  
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Problems caused by the inability to get things repeated 

 

Another problem connected with listening is the fact that listeners cannot always 

make the speaker repeat what they have just said. If the recordings are under the 

students‟ control they can be played over and over again but this is not possible in 

everyday classroom environment where the teacher decides whether they will listen to 

the recording again or not (Underwood). Ur argues that learners should be exposed to 

the recording more than once in order to understand the discourse.  

 

Problems caused by the listeners’ limited word stock 

 

For listeners who do not know all vocabulary used by the speaker, listening can 

be very stressful as they usually start thinking about the meaning and as a result of this 

they miss the following information. Ur claims that learners believe that everything that 

is said on the recording is equally important to the main meaning and their efforts to 

understand everything lead in ineffective listening and can also cause that students feel 

that they did not succeeded. Students ought not to dwell on what exactly has been said 

but focus on the next information and the context as they do it in their mother tongue 

since this strategy will help them to be more successful (Underwood). 

 

Problems caused by the failure to concentrate 

 

There are many factors influencing learners concentration e.g. selection of a 

good topic is very important as it is easier for students to concentrate if the topic is 

appealing for them. The length of the listening exercise plays an important role as well.  
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According to Ur if the exercise is too long it would be more suitable to break it up into 

shorter parts by pausing or a change of the speakers. Listeners can also lose their 

concentration if the recording is in a poor quality or they are disturbed by outside noises 

(Underwood).  

 

Problems caused by the students’ learning habits 

 

Underwood claims that teachers think that their students must understand 

everything in their lessons so that is why they pronounce words carefully and repeat 

everything over and over again. But because of this approach students can become 

worried if they do not understand every word or phrase and only when learners accept 

the factthat they do not or probably cannot understand everything they are prepared to 

work with partial understanding (Underwood 1989: 19) 

 

2.1.1. DEFICIENCIES 

 

Common Barriers to Listening 

 

There are many things that get in the way of listening and you should be aware 

of these barriers, many of which are bad habits, in order to become a more effective 

listener.  Barriers and bad habits to effective listening can include: 

 

Trying to listen to more than one conversation at a time, this includes having 

the television or radio on while attempting to listen to somebody talk; being on the 
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phone to one person and talking to another person in the same room and also being 

distracted by some dominant noise in the immediate environment.  

You find the communicator attractive/unattractive and you pay more 

attention to how you feel about the communicator and their physical appearance than to 

what they are saying. Perhaps you simply don't like the speaker - you may mentally 

argue with the speaker and be fast to criticize, either verbally or in your head. 

You are not interested in the topic/issue being discussed and become bored. 

Not focusing and being easily distracted, fiddling with your hair, fingers, a pen 

etc. or gazing out of the window or focusing on objects other than the speaker. 

Feeling unwell or tired, hungry, thirsty or needing to use the toilet. 

Identifying rather than empathizing - understanding what you are hearing but 

not putting yourself in the shoes of the speaker. As most of us have a lot of internal self-

dialogue we spend a lot of time listening to our own thoughts and feelings - it can be 

difficult to switch the focus from 'I' or 'me' to 'them' or 'you'. Effective listening involves 

opening your mind to the views of others and attempting to feel empathetic.  

Sympathizing rather than empathizing - sympathy is not the same as 

empathy, you sympathize when you feel sorry for the experiences of another, to 

empathize is to put yourself in the position of the other person. 

You are prejudiced or biased by race, gender, age, religion, accent, and/or past 

experiences. 
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You have preconceived ideas or bias - effective listening includes being open-

minded to the ideas and opinions of others, this does not mean you have to agree but 

should listen and attempt to understand. 

You make judgments, thinking, for example that a person is not very bright or 

is under-qualified so there is no point listening to what they have to say. 

Previous experiences – we are all influenced by previous experiences in 

life.  We respond to people based on personal appearances, how initial introductions or 

welcomes were received and/or previous interpersonal encounters.  If we stereotype a 

person we become less objective and therefore less likely to listen effectively. 

Preoccupation - when we have a lot on our minds we can fail to listen to what is 

being said as we're too busy concentrating on what we're thinking about. This is 

particularly true when we feel stressed or worried about issues.  

Having a Closed Mind - we all have ideals and values that we believe to be 

correct and it can be difficult to listen to the views of others that contradict our own 

opinions. The key to effective listening and interpersonal skills more generally is the 

ability to have a truly open mind - to understand why others think about things 

differently to you and use this information to gain a better understanding of the speaker. 

3. VIDEOS TO IMPROVE LISTENING SKILL 

3.1 DEFINITION  

Videos are important tools to make possible the learning of a language, used by 

teachers as (Ramirez, cited by Gonzales Moncada, 2004) declare. Materials are tools 

http://www.wordreference.com/es/translation.asp?tranword=make%20possible
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designed to teach English in order to master the English language, which can be applied 

for English as a second language, and English as a foreign language learners depending 

on the lesson and orientation of the course. 

The application of video materials is an extraordinary learning tool, since 

students are provided with a lot of advantages when learners are used in combination 

with an active learning strategy. Applying television or videos in the classroom always 

allows that the learners can access to more information when listening. That is, the 

students can listen and see what is happening at the same time. For that reason movies 

are a chance for students to increase their knowledge of the English language.  

William & Lutes (undated) claims that through visual materials, students have 

the opportunity to be observers and participants; in this way, William & Lutes (undated) 

conceived that learning will be more natural because videos allow the English class to 

be more innovative and less traditional.  

3.2 IMPORTANCE OF VIDEO 

Videos have become more and more popular in language teaching for decades. 

All skills, such as speaking, listening, reading, and writing, can be instructed with 

videos. Videos are not only used for entertainment, but they also can provide a great 

approach for language teaching and learning. According to (Chu), Videos can motivate 

students to engage in language learning. Students will not only have lessons with 

videos; they will also use videos to learn language. Teachers can design activities with 

the use of videos, such as producing a film. Students will take charge of their own 

learning in the use of videos. Overall, videos are a great tool in language teaching. 

http://www.wordreference.com/thesaurus/strategy
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Teaching listening with videos will be the primary examination of the use of technology 

in language teaching.  

To support this,(McKinnon) points out, video as a listening tool can enhance the 

listening experience for our students. We very rarely hear a disembodied voice in real 

life but as teachers we constantly ask our students to work with recorded conversations 

of people they never see. This is often necessary in the limited confines of the language 

school and sometimes justifiable, for example, when we give students telephone 

practice. However, we can add a whole new dimension to aural practice in the 

classroom by using video. The setting, action, emotions, gestures, etc, that our students 

can observe in a video and provide an important visual stimulus for language production 

and practice. 

 In other hand Video materials can be a learning alternative because they contain 

dialogues from highly proficient English speakers, which could contribute to an easier 

understanding of their pronunciation.  Gallacher (undated) affirms that “A good idea is 

to choose scenes that are very visual. The more visual a video is, the easier it is to 

understand - as long as the pictures illustrate what is being said”. Selected English TV 

series, movies, advertising, could increase student´s motivation, as Van Duzer (1998) 

claims that students listen to relevant and interesting things for them which keep their 

motivation and attention high. Consequently, we made a very good selection of video 

materials to expose learners to suitable materials that facilitate their learning. In 

addition, video materials adequately chosen, can promote the integration of language 

skills, and change the class routines as Hinkel (cited by Gonzales Moncada, 2006) 

claims. 
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Why use video 

 Students need large amounts of comprehensible input 

 Video(movies, sitcoms, soap operas)provides a rich source of listening input 

 The narrative/paraphrase technique allows the teacher to make this input 

comprehensible to a wide range of abilities 

 A dramatic storyline keeps learners engaged 

 If you have an Internet connection, streaming video is always available and free. 

3.3 TYPES OF VIDEOS 

 

3.3.1 ADVANTAGES OF USING VIDEOS IN THE CLASSROOM 

 "Video can present a communicative transaction in its totality. The learners can 

see the people and the situation (the setting where the interaction is occurring). 

They can see and hear the attitude of the persons involved (the interlocutors). 

They can hear the linguistic registers and the appropriateness of the language 

within the situation. They can appreciate cross-cultural relationships by asking 

themselves if this piece of business would be conducted in the same way in their 
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country. They will become aware of other cultural aspects, such as the gestures 

used and the distance maintained between the people involved. It is a replica of 

natural conversation in the real world" (Finocchiaro, 1989, p. 151). 

 "Children and adults feel their interest quicken when language is experienced in 

a lively way through television and video. This combination of moving pictures 

and sound can present language more comprehensively than any other teaching 

medium. And more realistically too" (Stempleski&Tomalin, 1990, p. 3). 

 A major advantage is that video materials can focus on information that cannot 

be readily presented in a traditional classroom because of constraints such as 

size, location, costs, etc. In the ESL classroom, this can be something as simple 

as access to native speaker language in a natural context. However, because 

watching video is a passive activity, it needs to be used as part of an active 

learning strategy in order to be an effective tool, particularly in holding the 

attention of students (Houston, 2000; Sherman, 2004）. Since dual coding has 

been proven to enhance encoding by learners, video materials are an effective 

delivery system because they contain a combination of visual and aural 

information. 

 Similarly, Harmer (2001) points out that other advantage of videos is that 

learners not only can listen the language but also they can see it, in order to 

support comprehension, videos contain visual clues such as gestures and 

expressions which allow students to go beyond of what they listen, and also to 

interpret the video in a deeper way. Because of learners can see the language in 

use from natural contexts; they can make connections between words and 
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images which help them to analyze their own use of the language or even to 

learn new language.  

 Finally according (Reyes ) “ Videos materials containing native speaker's voices 

should be exploited as much as possible, and schools should be equipped with 

such materials."  

3.4.2 OBJECTIVES OF VIDEOS  

Why use video in the classroom  

Teachers, who use instructional video report that their students retain more 

information, understand concepts more rapidly and are more enthusiastic about what 

they are learning. With video as one component in a thoughtful lesson plan, students 

often make new connections between curriculum topics, and discover links between 

these topics and the world outside the classroom. 

Video is uniquely suited to:  

 take students on impossible field trips--inside the human body, or off to Jupiter  

 take students around the globe, to meet new people and hear their ideas  

 illustrate complex, abstract concepts through animated, 3-D images  

 show experiments that can't be done in class  

 bring great literature, plays, music, or important scenes from history into the 

room  

 help students practice media literacy and critical viewing skills  

 provide a common experience for students to discuss  
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3.4.3. USING VIDEOS IN THE CLASSROOM 

Video is a powerful tool in today‟s classroom. It provides strong context through 

which to teach English. Meaning comes alive and it brings the outside world into the 

classroom and gives your teaching “reality”. Video also provides all the paralinguistic 

features of language that audio only cannot. Nowadays, students are very much visual 

learners. Without a doubt, video is the future for all of us involved in education. Gone 

are the days where it took a high degree of technical knowhow and hours of set up to 

bring video into the classroom. Now the classroom is wired and connected. It‟s an 

exciting time to be both a teacher and a student. The world is our classroom.  

Some tips for using video In Class 

Keep the Video Short (2-4 minutes) attention spans are limited when watching 

visual content. Chunk up and divide up videos with focused activities.  

 Watch the whole video first.  

Students need to “have a try” first and watch to get the “big picture”. This provides 

students with the chance to deal with the “ambiguity” of language. Give students one 

simple task while watching the whole video – to keep them focused. 

 Always preview the video.  

Be sure to watch the whole video yourself before using it in class. You never know 

what content might be inappropriate or hurtful to your students. You, the teacher, know 

your students best. Best to be safe!  
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 Make it available outside the classroom.  

Provide students with a webpage or link so they can watch the video and practice 

outside of classroom time. Many students learn better independently and this is a great 

opportunity to foster student independence.  

 Use videos your students want.  

This may seem obvious but many teachers forget to survey their students and show 

video content they definitely know their students will be “into”. However, use your best 

judgment and find a balance between videos that highly motivate and those that are 

strongly educational. Many times you can do both!  

Purposes of listening video 

Whether we are listening for enjoyment, to gain knowledge, or simply to be a good 

friend, our purposes for listening can influence various aspects of receiving a message. 

Identifying and understanding this purpose can focus our attention on the skills needed 

to become an effective listener. Listening skills can be categorized according to various 

purposes (Wolvin&Coakley, 1993, 1996), and instruction and experiences with each 

type of listening give students opportunities to reinforce, improve, or change their 

listening behaviors. Wolvin and Coakley believe listening skills can be developed when 

the listener identifies the purpose for listening and applies the associated skills through 

repeated practice and reinforcement until they become natural listening habits. This 

model of listening consists of five basic listening purposes:  

1. Discriminative 

2. Comprehensive 
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3. Critical 

4. Therapeutic 

5. Appreciative 

 Discriminative listening involves distinguishing one sound from another, one word 

from another, or one message from another. These sounds are sometimes 

accompanied by visual cues, and the listener‟s interpretation serves as the 

foundation for the other four listening purposes. 

Students develop discriminative listening skills by identifying rhyming words, 

reading and writing poetry, segmenting a word into sounds during phonemic awareness 

activities, creating words through onomatopoeia and alliteration, and listening to 

literature read from various dialects. Following are additional activities for developing 

discriminating listening. 

 Comprehensive listening, also known as precise listening (Opitz&Zbaracki, 2004), 

involves listening to understand the message. Through comprehensive listening, the 

listener gains knowledge. A listening event is successful if the message received by 

the listener is as identical as possible to the speaker‟s intent. Comprehensive 

listening is strongly influenced by the listener‟s ability to remember the message 

and recall it for future use; for example. Listeners should understand why the 

speaker is giving the message and the main ideas and important details, which they 

relate to their own knowledge. Comprehensive listening plays a critical role in 

elementary schools because much information is shared through oral directions, 

direct instruction, class discussions, and instructional media.  
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 Therapeutic listening, occurs when we lend an ear to a troubled friend or relative, 

or listen for the purpose of strengthening a social connection. People of all ages 

need someone to listen to their fears, hopes, and problems. Although young people 

should not take the weight of the world upon their shoulders, they can become 

empathetic listeners to their friends, who may have problems as simple as an unfair 

kickball game or as emotional as the loss of a parent. The therapeutic listener uses a 

wide collection of listening skills, drawing from both discriminative and 

comprehensive listening skills along with skills that encourage the sharing of 

personal or sensitive information. Therapeutic listening is enhanced by 

 Focusing attention on the speaker by removing distractions. 

 Maintaining eye contact and receptive body language (for example, leaning 

toward the speaker). 

 Choosing a setting where the speaker feels comfortable and free to express 

himself. 

 Listening with empathy by feeling and thinking with the speaker. 

 Responding in a way that gives the speaker the opportunity to talk through 

troubles. 

 Critical listening is for the purpose of making a judgment regarding a message, or 

being persuaded to some degree by a message. Skilled critical listeners scrutinize 

speech, looking for faulty logic, insufficient evidence, or overt opinions and 

distinguishing them from the facts. They judge a message objectively and are not 

biased by their feelings. School-aged children are not too young to begin learning 

how to listen critically and to recognize a persuasive rather than a factual message 

by asking the following questions: 
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 Who created the message? 

 What creative techniques are effectively used in the message or the media used 

to convey it? 

 What values are embedded in the message? 

 Why is the message being sent? 

As they become productive members of our society, these same young people will 

be called upon to make judgments about messages from the media, politicians, sales 

personnel, religious leaders, medical experts, and many others. Similar thought 

processes are utilized for both critical listening and critical thinking, including analysis, 

inference, and evaluation. Critical listening and critical thinking help the listener 

understand another person‟s point of view, which may help broaden his or her own 

point of view. This acrostic poem communicates the idea of critical listening in a 

simple, yet effective format (O‟Keefe, 1999, p. 21): 

 Listen without 

 Interrupting 

 Stay attentive 

 To hidden messages 

 Evaluate after 

 Noting all the facts, and 

 Send feedback. 
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Critical listening activities in school may include listening to election speeches for 

class or school officers, listening to persuasive arguments during a class debate, or 

listening to a book talk and deciding whether or not to read the book. Following are 

additional activities for developing critical listening. 

 Appreciative listening is for the purpose of gaining enjoyment through receiving 

creative works of others. This type of listening is perhaps the most personal, based 

on each person‟s unique and individual preferences. The listener comprehends and 

interprets spoken, nonverbal, or musical language based on his experiences, 

background, motivation, and interest. The appreciative listener attends to the 

eloquence in the language and music. The listener of oral presentations appreciates 

the ease and conciseness, vividness, and liveliness of the language. An appreciation 

of music involves responses that are sensual, emotional, and intellectual.  

4. VIDEOS TO TEACH LISTENING SKILL IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

According Kathleen S. M. Chu “teaching with videos is a way to help students 

understand their target language because videos provide sounds and images with the 

target language. Students can guess meanings of new words and meanings with visual 

support while learning. Viewing videos can be done with playing only certain clips or 

scenes, and teachers can have their students do activities with them. Students can listen 

and watch themselves when they speak their target language. Students will use the 

target language to complete activities, such as summarizing what they see, what they 

hear, and what they think will happen in the video etc. This can help them to pay 

attention to their pronunciation, intonation, loudness, and mistakes, etc. In short, 

teaching with videos can make language learning more efficient”. 
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How to use video 

Videos can be used in many ways other than just one student at a computer. 

They should also be used as a “shared experience” and an in class teaching aide. 

Teachers should play video in the classroom and share it, as you would a book or any 

print item. 

Don‟t be afraid to pause, rewind, fast forward the video. Use it as a tool for 

reference of language and study points. Think of the video as a malleable material, like 

any other classroom material for learning. 

Generally video activities are divided into 3 main types or stages: 

1. Pre-viewing. Activities done before watching the video. They help prompt student 

schema and background knowledge. Often a way for the teacher to assess student 

knowledge and interest. 

2. Viewing: Students have a task while watching the video. They perform tasks and 

activities during the video, either with or without the teacher pausing the video. 

3. Post Viewing: After watching the video, the students practice the language forms 

and vocabulary encountered in the video. Students might discuss, retell, role play or 

complete exercises during this stage. 

Here are lists of practical ways to use English Central videos in class. Try some and find 

what works best with your own students and for your own teaching situation.  

The following three-step guide to creating a video lesson. 
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 Step One: Pre-viewing Tasks 

Reading (summary, article about the video etc) 

Class discussion (brainstorming) 

Vocabulary and dictionary consultation (learn necessary vocabulary) 

Silent previewing of video 

Previewing questions 

 Step Two: While-viewing Tasks 

Chart completion 

Note-taking 

True/False questions 

Fill in the blanks 

Guessing what will happen next 

 Step Three: Post-viewing Tasks 

Writing a summary 

Discussing 

Debating 

Reviewing unknown vocabulary, grammar and expressions. 
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Lesson Plan and Classroom Activities 

Teachers should think of using as a three-part lesson, including pre-viewing, 

viewing, and post-viewing activities to increase the listening skill into the English 

class. 

 Before presenting the video, the teacher must engage the learners‟ interest in what 

they will be doing, and prepare them to do it successfully. 

 While learners view the video, the teacher should remain in the classroom with the 

learners to observe their reactions and see what they do not understand, what they 

are intrigued by, and what bothers them. 

 After the viewing, the teacher should review and clarify complex points, encourage 

discussion, explain, and assign follow-up activities. 

 It is also helpful to ensure the suitability, length, clarity, and completeness of the 

videotaped tool. Tomalin (1991: 50) think that “the ideal video clip … tells a 

complete story or section of a story”.  

Previewing Activity 

C. Rationale: 

A previewing activity is meant to acquaint learner with the material that they are 

going to view and facilitate easier and better comprehension, thus achieving successful 

results in English language teaching. Therefore, the teacher may design this activity to 

facilitate students with their language skills.  Indeed, it is obvious for both the teacher 

and learners to work cooperatively, deliberately, and simultaneously with the intention 

of developing the four skills (Dublin & Olshtain, 1991). 
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D. Procedure: 

Use the following sample brainstorming questions and hints about what students expect 

to view: 

Teacher:        What are we going to do now?  (Fixing video equipment) 

Learner 1:      I think we‟re going to watch a video. 

Teacher:        Good, what would you do when you lose your way? 

Learner 2:      I use a map. 

Teacher:        O.K.  But what if you don‟t have a map? 

Learner 3:      I‟ll ask somebody in the street. 

Teacher:        Very good.  Now we‟re going to watch a woman asking somebody in the 

street to find her way.  Please, watch and listen carefully as the next activity going to be 

based on the videotaped material.  

While-viewing Sample Activity: 

(Sound off) Teacher asks some questions such as: 

Where does this conversation take place? 

Who do you think the woman is? 

What do you think is she looking for? 

Where do you think the man is going? 
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Post-viewing Sample Activity: 

 (Sound and Picture) 

Circle the correct number.  Your answers should be based on the viewing and listening: 

 

There are others post viewing activities to apply in listening lesson such as: 

Discussion Group Activity, Writing Task activity and Combined with Role-Playing 

activity, in order to improve listening skill. 

Here are some activities with post-viewing. 

Post-viewing Discussion Group Activity: 

After the students have already viewed and listened to the segment, the teacher 

will ask them to sit in groups of four or five and discuss their reaction to the man‟s and 

woman‟s interaction.  For example, they can discuss the woman‟s behavior when she 

stopped the man to ask for directions.  Was her behavior culturally and linguistically 

appropriate?  How did the man react?  Was he helpful?  What verbal and non-verbal 

language behaviors were employed?  Etc. 
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Post-viewing Activity: Writing Task 

The teacher can ask his students to write an outline description of the man‟s and 

woman‟s use of phrases in the course of the interaction.  For instance, what polite 

expressions, compliments, and accompanying non-verbal gestures are expected to be 

employed in similar situations. 

Post-viewing Activity:  Writing Task Combined with Role-Playing 

The teacher can ask two students to role-play similar situations to the ones they 

have just viewed and simultaneously the rest of the class to write down an outline 

direction like the one presented in the video segment. 

Skimming and scanning are two important skills that we need to learn in order to 

understand and get the information from a passage in a short time.  

Finally the teacher can use listening techniques such as: skimming and scanning. 

Skimming; is one of the tools that teacher can use with students in order to read 

or listening more in less time. Skimming refers to looking only for the general or main 

ideas. With skimming, your overall understanding is reduced because you do not read 

everything or listening. You listen only what is important to your purpose. Skimming 

takes place while listen and allows you to look for details in addition to the main ideas. 

Examples of texts we often read / listen to in this way: timetables, dictionaries, 

airport announcements etc. 

Scanning is another useful tool for speeding up your reading. Unlike skimming, 

when scanning, you look only for a specific fact or piece of information without 
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listening everything. You scan when you look for your favorite show listed in the cable 

guide, for your friend‟s phone number in a telephone book, and for the sports scores in 

the newspaper. For scanning to be successful, you need to understand how your material 

is structured as well as comprehend what you read or listening so you can locate the 

specific information you need. Scanning also allows you to find details and other 

information in a hurry. 

Examples of texts we often read / listen to in this way: contracts, poems, witness 

statements etc. 
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THEME:  Where do you come from? 

OBJECTIVE:   

Teacher 

 To pre- teach vocabulary and grammar. 

Student 

 At the end of the lesson the learners will be familiar with the new vocabulary and 

grammar and be able to use the vocabulary in a correct way. 

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 

LEAD IN ACTIVITY: food conversation.   

Students watch a video about food and then they 

will say the names of items in the video. In a list 

students checks the names of items they watched in 

the video.                                               

PRESENTATION 

 Teacher introduce the new vocabulary such as: 

Professions ( bank teller, bank manager) 

Adjectives ( spicy food, bad time) using flash 

cards. 

PRACTICE: 

 Teacher asks some questions applying new 

vocabulary learned. 

Questions are:  

Are you a bank teller? 

What do you like to eat? 

Do you like spicy food? 

Where do you come from? 

Where do you work? 

Teacher gives worksheets to students and they 

have to complete and match the sentences. 

ASSESSMENT: 

 Teacher gives worksheets with some questions 

and where students have to choose the answer. 

1. Where do you come from? 

CONTENTS: vocabulary stay, England, great time, food, spicy, company, best, bank teller, 

bank owner, I like, I don‟t like, I come 

MATERIALS: 

 Computer 

 Projector 

 speaker 

 Test papers 

 Video: where do you come from?  

 

 

TIME: 60 minutes 

 

 

LEVEL: Beginners. 

 

 

STUDENTS: 18 

 

 

SOURCE: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSNThLsSO7c 

 

5. APPLYING THE VIDEOS IN ORDER TO IMPROVE THE LISTENINGSKILL IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNING. 
5.1. WORKSHOPS: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSNThLsSO7c
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THEME: Where do you come from? 

 

OBJECTIVES:  

Teacher  

 To watch a video and listening for specific information.  
 To apply the gist through the video and discuss with 

teacher and classmates. 

Student 

 To be able to understand the specific information and 

learn to gist through the video. 

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 

LEAD IN ACTIVITY:  

 Teacher asks questions in order to introduce a new theme for examples: do you like 

football?, are you having a great time learning English?, Are people very kind in 

San Lucas?. What kind of food do you like?, Do you like chicken?, Where is Rafael 

Correa from?, Is teacher Moises from China?, whrere does the world soccer cup 

will take place? 

 Teacher writes the answers on the board and students have to choose the correct 

answer to each questions. 

PRESENTATION: 

 Teacher introduce the gist and explain about it on the board. 

 Teacher explains how to listen for specific information and explain briefly using a 

short conversation on a poster. 

PRACTICE: 

 Teacher presents the video with the sound off and asks students some questions but 

before that teacher teaches  how to apply gist. Questions are: the video is about (it 

CONTENTS: you don‟t like football, I‟m having a great 

time, and people are very kind. 

 

MATERIALS: 

 Computerwith speakers 

 Projector 

 video 

 Worksheet 

 Poster 

 recording script 

a. Argentina         b. tomorrow         c. 26 years 

2. What do you like to eat? 

a. Spicy food       b. spicy paper     c. spicy 

chair 

3. Are you from England? 

a. Yes, I am         b. no, I do            c. yes, she 

is 
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TIME: 60 minutes 

is about a pet, about a person‟s origin, about a food or about a culture. Where does 

this conversation probably take place; (at a house, school, office or store). 

 Teacher plays the video again and ask students to listen for specific information 

where students have to tell if is true or false. 

___The woman is from England                                   

___The woman likes football                                        

___The woman is having a bad time                                

___The woman likes food                                             

___People are very kind                                               

___Woman works in at house                                       

___The man is bank secretary  

___The woman works for a terrible company 

___The video is about a pet 

___ the video take place in a hospital                                          

ASSESSMENT: 

 Teacher puts students into pairs and give each pair a copy of the recording script. 

Tell them to practice the conversation with their partner. 
Teacher gives worksheets with some questions where students have to listening to 

gist and specific information. 

Watch the video and check correct answer. 

The video is about: person's origin, Saraguro's culture, American's traditions 

China's religion. 

Where do you think this conversation probably take place. At a restaurant, at a 

house, at a university. 

Listening for specific information. Woman loves Manchester United Football team 

(false), the man likes spicy food (false), the woman works in at bank (false), the 

man is a bank secretary (false), the woman likes all kind of food (true). The man is 

from England. 

LEVEL: Beginners. 

STUDENTS: 18 

SOURCE:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1_i2XkAADI 
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5.2. ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF VIDEOS ON THE 

LISTENING SKILL LEARNING 

 

5.3. CHECKLIST  

                                                              CHECKLIST  

Date:………………………………………………………………… 

Content:…………………………………………………………….. 

Activity:…………………………................................................... 

 

       70-100% 

 

    50-70% 

 

Less than 50% 

Do students seem motivated?    

Draws reasonable conclusions from 

material heard  

   

Make effort to imitate features and 

traits 

   

Students are incomparating 

pronunciation from video charasters 

   

Students follow direction easily    

Paraphrase what the person has said 

to be sure you understand. 

   

retells the gist of a conversation    

Able to pick discriminate 

sounds (phonics) 

   

Focuses on the purpose of listening 

(e.g., to provide information, answer 

specific  

questions, give examples, et cetera)  

   

Listens to and gives detailed 

descriptions of a range of settings, 

people, places, objects 

   

Listens to oral presentation and 

summarises main points 

   

Students need repetition and 

clarification more than usual 

   

Students focuse on speaker‟s words    

Students identified the main ideas    

 

Achieved 

In process 

Nothing
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6.1. DESING OF THE INVESTIGATION 

Action research has become more popular as a mode of research among 

practitioners. It is a quasi-experimental or transversal model because the following 

reasons: 

 

It is transversal because this kind of research study a phenomenon in a concrete 

and temporary moment so that, the variable effect or dependent variable is measured in 

just one moment.  It is a kind of design in which it is possible to make a comparison 

before applying the intervention plan and after concluding it. The emerging evidence-

based outcomes will then contribute to the researching practitioner‟s continuing 

professional development (Koshy, 2005; p.2).  

 

Action research is a process of study done by systematically collecting data on 

one‟s everyday practice and analyzing it in order to draw conclusions about a 

determined problem. It can be undertaken by undergraduate and postgraduate students, 

assisted or guided by professional researchers, with the aim of improving their 

strategies, practices and knowledge of the surroundings within which they practice.  

This work will use the research spiral cycles proposed by (Kemmis,2000), since 

the process is likely to be more fluid, open and responsive. It includes planning, acting 

and observing, and reflecting suggests. The researcher starts from a detected problem, 

plans an action in order to solve that problem, he /she applies the strategy proposed, and 

reflects about the possible outcomes after finishing the intervention stage which will be 

reported in the thesis work.  
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f. METHODOLOGY 

In the present research work the following methods will be used: 

To study the listening skill the researcher is going to use the comprehensive method 

which will serve in the following:  

COMPREHENSIVE METHOD: This will be used as a means to study the listening 

skill in teenagers of fourteen years old and how it is developed or taught. It will also 

help to understand the importance that listening skill as a subskill of the English 

language learning process.  

It is important to know that by analyzing the development of listening skill it 

will possible to understand the best way that it should be taught into the English class. 

This method will facilitate this analysis and it will improve listening skill by the 

application of videos during a period of time that let the researcher get effective results.  

To make a theoretical relation between videos with the development of listening 

the researcher will use the analytic and synthetic methods.  

ANALYTIC METHOD: This method will help to know more about the benefits of 

videos to improve listening skill of the teenagers who will participate in the project.  

According to Beare (2008), the videos support learners to become more 

conscious of their listening skill process. They allow the students to get an immediate 

feedback being videos more effective than “simple teacher correction”. To support that 

Esseberger (2000) claims that videos can be used in a diverse way or situations in 

English language classroom since they are a wonderful medium of learning listening 

skill.  

It will also be useful to analyze the data gathered by the researcher during the 

action stage, where there will be some instruments like an observation guide which will 

include indicators that will show how teenagers are improving in their listening skill 

into the English language process.  
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SYNTHETIC METHOD: It will help in the right understanding of the core problem in 

the listening skill in the students of fourteen years old, which will help the research to 

synthesize the models of videos that are appropriate and are useful to improve listening 

skill in teenager.  

To determine the negative aspects that limit the development of listening skill in 

teenagers, the researcher will use the participative diagnostic method.  

PARTICIPATIVE DIAGNOSTIC METHOD. It will let the real situation of listening 

skill of students of 14 years old in a determined moment. It will let start knowing the 

specific limitations and difficulties that they have in this skill. It will let the researcher 

correct this reality by applying new strategies through listening skill as a possible 

solution that will help the teenagers into the English Language process.  

To select the appropriate videos to improve listening skill the proactive method 

will be used:  

PROACTIVE METHOD: This is useful to identify the difficulties that students have 

in listening skill and to determine the improvements that the application of videos have 

and which will help to solve the problem found in this skill. It will select the best 

models or alternatives that videos has in order to improve the students‟ limitations in the 

listening skill into the English language process. 

WOKSHOPS METHOD: It is a practical alternative that will help the researcher to 

plan and apply the contents that will be useful to work through the application of 

videos, so students are able to solve their limitations and be more active learners into 

the English learning process. It will also help to state specific objectives for each 

workshop which are directly related to the improvement of students‟ limitations in 

listening skill and they will let get better outcomes in the new strategies used in this 

intervention. Finally to assess the every workshop the researcher will use 

comprehensive assessment method: 

COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT METHOD: It will be useful to assess the 

students‟ outcomes after every session that the researcher will develop through the 

application of the videos strategies and it will be checked in the observation guide 
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which will include items that let the researcher specifically detect the students‟ 

improvements in the development of listening skill. 

6.3. TECHNIQUES AND INSTRUMENTS 

Data Collection 

A pre-test, researcher‟s close observation of students‟ performance during class and two 

sets of structured questionnaires will be used to collect data in this study. Quantitative 

data come from the observation guide, test and field dairy. All the data will be 

triangulated to confirm validity. 

Observation guide 

The researcher will carefully observe students‟ performance during lessons. 

She/he will use an observation checklist to record what has happened in class that helps 

them investigate, analyze and reflect upon their findings when the project comes to an 

end. This instrument will include indicators or items. This will be applied individually 

in each session, during all the process of the act stage. 

Field Dairy and notes 

The researcher will use a dairy to record what happens in each lesson. In this 

way, it will help to write up the findings during the intervention, significant events 

during the observation or any particular situations that happen. The objective of this 

instrument is to gather qualitative information.  

To get this information, a sheet of paper will be given to each student to write 

some answers according to the basic questions that they will be asked. 

Post-test  

It will be the same pre-test that will be applied before starting with the treatment. 

The purpose of this instrument is to measure how the participants will developed their 

listening skill. This post-test will compare the advance since the beginning of the 

research until the end of the session of the action stage. 
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Portfolio 

It will help to keep organized the activities that they are going to develop during the 

action stage.  

6.4. PROCEDURES 

The action research work process will include the following stages. 

6.4.1. Investigate 

The researcher is going to apply a pre-test using a video, which will include 

some activities. The first video that will be used is “Do you have a pet?” and the activity 

will consist in that the students have to listen to the video and do the following 

activities:  

First activity will be listening and watch a part of the video and fill in the blanks 

on the sheets of paper. 

Second activity is complete the spaces with a correct word after listen and watch 

the video. 

Third activity will be applied are skimming and scanning in order to understand 

main ideas and details. 

Fourth activity are answer questions, make summary, check new vocabulary 

learned, check pronunciation and make discussion using all vocabulary learned. 

The participants have to listen to and watch video only three times and they have 

to complete it. The objective of this is to know students‟ listening level and their 

abilities in the listening skill before start with the treatments. 

6.4.2. Plan  

This actions research will be done in twelve sessions, each session will be of 

sixty minutes, two sessions per week during two months. The researcher is going to 

apply one video per section and the video will be applied into three parts, before, while 
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and after listening. Finally the researcher will use the last ten minutes of each session in 

order to discuss with students about the video. 

6.4.3. Act  

This action research will be done in twelve sessions; each session will be of 

sixty minutes, two sessions per week during two months. This action will be divided 

into three steps; pre-listening, while listening and post-listening. 

Pre-listening activity  

 The researcher is going to write the title of video on the board and students will 

predict about it.  

 

 Next the researcher shows the video to students and participants start watching 

video and familiarize with new vocabulary. Then they practice pronunciation 

with each other.  

 Also researcher applies skimming in order to students learn to recognize the 

main ideas and details about the video. 

While-listening activity. 

 The participants will listen to the video once or the time that are necessary in 

order to understand the video. Researcher gives students some work sheets about 

the video and student have to fill in the blanks. 

 

 After listening students start fill in the blanks the missing words and researcher 

will ask students to tell what was the general idea or details about the video. 

 

 Finally in this step the researcher will start a discussion in order to reinforce 

student‟s listening skill.  

 

Post-listening activity 
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 In order to check the student‟s comprehension level of the video, the researcher 

is going to ask students to summarize using the main ideas, details about the 

video. 

 Finally the researcher will ask students for new vocabulary learned in an oral 

way and determine the student understands. 

 

 

6.4.4. Observe 

In this stage, the researcher using the different instrument is going to observe the 

activities that the participants are going to do in each section. The researcher are going 

to use especially a field diary where going to take notes about all the process that the 

participants will do in each step and also how students react or reflect about the video 

that will be given. 

6.4.5. Reflect 

At this stage the researcher will apply a post-test like the one that was applied at 

the beginning of the project. The purpose of the test is to evaluate and show the 

students‟ progress in listening skill; also that test will help to the researcher analyze, 

interpret and report the new finding and some student‟s weaknesses.  

6.4.6. Demonstration 

Finally, at the end of this period of intervention, the researcher is going to 

demonstrate the result, and the class will be applied in from of teachers and parents that 

are in order to socialize learners‟ improvement and report new findings and give them 

some recommendation and conclusions. 
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6.5 POPULATION 

 

The students and the researcher will be the participants of the project. 

 

 

 

GROUP OF TENTH 

YEAR OF BASIC 

EDUCATION 

 

 

   MEN 

 

 

WOMEN  

 

 

N° POPULATION 

 

 

14 

 

 

4 

 

 

6 

 

 

10 

 

 

15 

 

 

3 

 

 

1 

 

 

4 

 

 

16 

 

 

2 

 

 

0 

 

 

2 

 

 

13 

 

 

2 

 

 

0 

 

 

2 

 

 

Total 

 

 

11 

 

 

7 

 

 

18 
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h. BUDGET AND FINANCING 

7.1. RESOURCES 

7.1.1. Human 

 Researcher. 

 Project Coordinator. 

 Thesis Coordinator. 

 Teachers of “Mushuk Rimak Educative Unit”. 

 Students of 10
th
 Year of Basic Education at “Mushuk Rimak Educative Unit”. 

7.1.2. Material 

The materials used throughout this project are: 

7.1.2.1. Technological material 

Internet 

Computer 

Printer 

Flash memories 

Television  

DVD. 

7.1.2.2. Office material 

Paper 

Dictionary 
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Book 

Copies  

Markers 

7.2. BUDGET AND FINANCING 

Elaboration of the project $270.00 

Copies and creation of the project $120.00 

Elaboration of the thesis $300.00 

Copies and creation of the thesis $250.00 

Unforeseen $150.00 

TOTAL $1090.00 

 

7.3. FINANCING 

The expenditures resultant from the development of this research work will be covered    

by the researcher. 
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ANNEX 2 

RESEARCH MATRIX 

THEME: USING VIDEOS TO IMPROVE LISTENING SKILLS IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNING WITH STUDENTS OF 

10TH YEAR OF BASIC EDUCATION AT THE “MUSHUK RIMAK” EDUCATIVE UNIT. ACADEMIC PERIOD 2013-2014. 

 PROBLEM  OBJECTIVES THEORETICAL FRAME 
CATEGORIES 

RESEARCH STAGES TECHNIQUES 
AND 
INSTRUMENTS 

GENERAL  
How to use videos to 
improve listening skill in 
the English language 
learning?  

GENERAL 
Are videos useful to improve 
listening skill with students of 
10th year of Basic Education at 
Mushuk Rimak Educative Unit. 

 
 LISTENING SKILL 

 Definition 

 Difficulties of 
listening skill 

 Barriers on 
listening skill. 

 Investigate 
Diagnostic the listening 
skill 
 Plan  

Workshops 
 Act/observe 

To use videos to improve 
listening skill 
 Reflect 
Value videos in improving 
the listening skill 

 Pre-test 
 Lesson plan 
 Observation 

guide 
 field diary 
 Post-test 

ESPECIFIC 
 What kind of 

theoretical 
references about 
listening are 
effective to improve 
the listening skill 

ESPECIFIC 
To investigate the theoretical 
references about listening as 
strategy to improve the listening 
skill with students of 10th year of 
basic education at the Mushuk 
Rimak educative unit. Academic 

 
 VIDEOS 

 Definition 

 Importance 
 

 Process of 

 Plan 
 Workshop 
 Act 

Videos to improve 
listening 
 Observe 
 Reflect 
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with students of 10th 

year of basic 
education at the 
Mushuk Rimak 
educative unit. 
Academic period 
2013- 2014. 
 
 

 Which are the 
negative issues that 
limit the listening 
skill with students of 
10th year of basic 
education at the 
Mushuk Rimak 
educative unit. 
Academic period 
2013- 2014. 

 
 Which videos are 

useful to enrich the 
listening skill with 
students of 10th year 
of basic education at 
the Mushuk Rimak 
educative unit. 
Academic period 
2013- 2014. 

 

period 2013-2014. 
 

 To diagnose the negative 
issues that limits the 
listening skill with students 
of 10th year of basic 
education at the Mushuk 
Rimak educative unit. 
Academic period 2013-
2014. 

 
 To select the appropriate 

videos to improve the 
listening skill with students 
of 10th year of basic 
education at the Mushuk 
Rimak educative unit. 
Academic period 2013-
2014. 
 

 To apply the most 
effective videos as a part 
of the classroom activities 
in order to solve 
limitations in the listening  
skill with students of 10th 

year of basic education at 
the Mushuk Rimak 
educative unit. Academic 
period 2013-2014. 

listening 
 

 Benefits of using 
videos in the 
classroom 
 

 Videos to 
improve listening 
skill 
 

 How to teach 
applying videos 
to improve 
listening 
skill(workshops) 
 

 Assessment of 
the videos on 
listening skill 

 

 

Value videos in 
teaching listening 
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 How do videos as 

part of the classroom 
activities improve the 
limitation in the 
listening skill with 
students of 10th year 
of basic education at 
the Mushuk Rimak 
educative unit. 
Academic period 
2013- 2014. 

 
 How effective was the 

application of videos 
in the listening skill 
with students of 10th 

year of basic 
education at the 
Mushuk Rimak 
educative unit. 
Academic period 
2013- 2014. 
 

 

 
 To reflect about the 

effectiveness that the 
videos had on the 
listening skill with 
students of 10th year of 
basic education at the 
Mushuk Rimak 
educative unit. 
Academic period 2013-
2014. 
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RESEARCHER FIELD DIARY  

 

Date:   Time:  
 

 

Objective :  
 

   

Content:     

Activity:    

Aspects to be observed  76%-100% 50% -75% Less than 50% 

1. Were students involved in the listening activity  
2.  

   

Was the listening activity appropriate for the class? 

 

   

Did students understand and follow the strategy being 
applied?  

   

Were the objectives of the listening activities 
accomplished? 

 

   

Were conditions favorable to the application of listening  
strategy?   

   

Comments  
 

 

   

 

In a great deal  76-100% 

In a moderate degree 50-75 % 

Not at all 50 % 
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE POST TEST 

 

 

Name:…………………………………………………………………………………. 

Date: ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Teacher: ……………………………………………………………………………… 

 

1. Watch and check the correct answer. The video is about. 

 

a. It is about a pet   

 

b. It is about a person’s origin 

 
c. It is about food 

 

d. It is about culture  

 
2. Where does this conversation probably take place? 

  

a. At a house 

 
b. At a school 

 
c. At an office 

 
d. At a store 

 
3. Write T (true) or F (false). 

 

a. ------ The woman is from England 

        
b. ------ The woman likes football 

 
c. ------ The woman is having a bad time. 

 
d. ------ The woman likes food 

 
e. ------ The woman said that people are very kind. 
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4. Who says what?. Mark in the correct box. 

woman man 

a. Is the food too spicy for you?   

b. wao, I love spicy food. I eat spicy food every day   

c. How much longer will you stay here?   

d. I will stay two more days   

e. well, then yuo will  go home   

 

5. Watch the video and circle the correct answer. 

      The woman works for…………. 

a. a big company 
b. a small company 
c. a local company 

                       

      Where does the man work. 

 
a. He works at home 

b. He works at bank  

c. He works at park  

 

     Choose the word and complete the sentence. 

     The man is the bank_________ 

a._____ owner        

b._____teller       

c.______ secretary  

 

     Check T (true) or F (false) according the video. 

 
a. the woman likes Mancherter United football team.           T____         

F____  

 

b. Manchester city                                                                 T____         

F____ 
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c. Mancherter united                                                             T____         

F____ 

 

d. Mancherter                                                                        T____         

F____ 
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ANNEX  3 

 

 

       Students with the researcher inside the classroom 

 

 

      Students watching a video inside the English lab 
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      Students working in the English lab 

 

 

     Students doing an assignment after watching the video 
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        Students completing worksheets in group 
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